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Holiday Set for April 3

Georgetown Wins NCAA Regional,

2.000 Leave Today for Final Four
Holding their opponents to a mere
44.3 points per game, the Georgetown
University
Men's Basketball Team

(5:30, E.S.T., WDVM-9) report an even
more serious situation.
Andrew Oppmann, Editor-In-Chief
of the Kentucky Kernel, UK's student
daily, told The HOYA that 600 tickets
were available to UK students via a

earned their second trip to the NCAA

lottery, but only 102 students had pur-

majority

championship in three years last Saturday. Southern Methodist, Nevada-Las
Vegas, and the University of Dayton
fell to the charge of the Blue and Gray

chased tickets by Wednesday afternoon. The sale was then opened to the
public. Oppmann said that no student

students may have spent their savings
in Florida the previous week.
The University of Houston has two

by John Reagan
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Editor Emeritus

captured

the

1984

Western Regional championship.
The regional final saw GU overwhelm a gritty Dayton squad, 61-49.
Roosevelt Chapman, a 6'4” forward
who averaged 30.7 per game in the

tournament, was held to 13 points in
the final. GU's Pat Ewing, Michael
Jackson, and Michael Graham were
major factors in Georgetown’s ninth
straight win, their 20th of their last 21,

and their 31st of the 1983-84 season
- against three losses.
Georgetown's 1982

Final

Four

ap-

pearance was greeted with wild celebration and thousands of students who
trekked en masse to New Orleans, LA,
site of the 1982 finals. This year’s win,

however, was met under different circumstances.
im

Ticket
markedly

sales
lower

for
than

students
the 1982

were
Final

a

Four, with only about 250 student tickets sold as opposed to 1,000 for New

dr Ce

Orleans. Rain and snow showers pervented overnight camping for tickets

ERT

at McDonough

Arena

Sunday

night,

while the number of miles involved
convinced many to forsake the Road
to Seattle for on-campus support. Yet
students tickets were sold out by the

middle of the week.
Similar
pr

the

other

circumstances

semifinalist

prevailed

schools.

at

The

University of Virginia, the Eastern Regional champs, reported that many
students were “not willing” to pay for
the transportation to Seattle, Wash.,
site’ of theg 1984 Final Four. Reports
from the Charlottesville area claimed

Re

charter air packages for UVa. students
and alumni at about $800.00 each
including accomodations.
The University of Kentucky, the
Mideast
champs
who
will
battle
Georgetown
in tomorrows semifinal

charters

alumni

were

organized,

charters

would

but

that

accomodate

Wildcat students for $400-$800, depending
on
hotel
accomodations.
Spring Break may have played a factor
in the low student turnout, since a

of

the

Lexington

campus

charter

planes

booked

to

see

“Phi

Slamma Jama” head to the Final Four
for the third straight year. Travel pack-

ages range from an air fare of $399.00

to alumni packages of more than $1200
complete with deluxe hotel accomodations. Tickets went on sale Wednesday morning, and were reported to be
going quickly.
continued on page 5

Corp, University Prepare
Students’ Westward Travel
by Maura S. Griffith and Danny Eaton
HOYA

Staff Writers

“Seattle— I'm all over it!” says John

Kurkjain (SFS '86). Known as The
Human Wave, Kurkjain will go into
his ritual “Hawaii 5-0’ basketball dance
when he follows Georgetown to Seattle.
Having won the coveted spot in the

Final Four, Georgetown will join Kentucky, Houston, and Virginia in Seattle,

Washington to vie for the #1 college
position in the nation.
Many groups on campus are offering
travel packages for dedicated Hoyas
interested in attending the Final Four.
One such group is The Corp Student

Travel

Service.

They

are offering a

package that includes airfare and student housing, for $320.
According to John de Csepel (SBA

'86), Executive Director of Corp advertising, “For the last two straight
days (Monday and Tuesday), our travel
people have been working with Adam’s
Associates, the people we book our
deals with.” He added that booking the
travel packages was made more difficult because “right now availability
out to Seattle is tight.”
The deal was put together at 3:00
PM on Tuesday. “Carlos Battle (SFS

'84) and Letizia Tomacelli (SES ’84),
co-directors of the travel service...
worked
furiously
with
our travel
agencies, in conjunction with the of-

ficers of the Corp,” said de Csepel. De
Csepel concluded, “I bet the price (of

our package) is the cheapest price that

celli. ‘We have only sold about 86 out

you

of a possible 234 seats.” Because of the

can get.”

Tomacelli stressed the importance
the future. “Definite plans should be

lower than expected demand, the Corp
cancelled about 75 seats. “We have
about 42 seats left out of a new total of
138 possible. There are still 25 up in

made the day after we win the Big:
East. Actual planning should begin in

look like they are going to get sold.”

of early planning if the Travel Service
is to provide similar Final Four deals in

early February.
Demand for the package is not as
high as anticipated according to Toma-

the air in addition to that but it doesn’t
‘Father Healy's office was of “invaluable help to the Corp in fashioning the
continued on page 2.

UK: Battle of the Backcourt
ward

by Jeff Scharpf
HOYA

who

averaged

12.7 points-per-

game this eason.
It’s likely that Thompson will choose

Sports Editor

“Where's the beef?” may be the
question of the year, but it’s likely an
answer will be found tomorrow night
in Seattle as the Georgetown Hoyas
face the Kentucky Wildcats, led by

Sam Bowie and Melvin Turpin.
Georgetown will counter Kentucky's

to open in a 2-3 or 1-3-1 zone defense,
thereby giving his players a chance to
adjust to the game and keeping his
starters out of foul trouble. However,

the

awesome

size of the

Kentucky

frontline poses serious matchup problems for Georgetown, and it seems

“Twin Towers” with a set of its own,

likely that Thompson

led by Patrick Ewing, the Hoyas’ incomparable all-America center. How-

stay in a zone for much

ever, one of the keys for Georgetown

Yet,” while Kentucky has the size,
Georgetown possesses a clear edge in
quickness. Conventional wisdom holds
that the war will be won in the
trenches, and that whichever team wins
the battle of the boards will likely
enter the finals Monday
evening.
However, look for the game to come
down to guard play, as it so often does
in the big games.
continued on page 14

will be the play of Ralph Dalton,
Michael Graham, and Billy Martin.
If Georgetown plays its customary
man-to-man defense one of these players will be faced with the responsibility
of guarding Turpin, Kentucky's leading
scorer (15.5) and second-leading re-

bounder

(6.4).

Additionally,

Coach

Thompson must worry about sophomore Kenny Walker, a powerful for-

will choose to
of the after-

noon.

Photo by Ken Flower

It's doubtful that Michael Jackson will get many easy lay-ups lomorrow,
The team will need his outside shot to win.
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Healy Reverses Decision on Women's Book
by Kim Caviness and Tara McKelvey
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den the Georgetown University Women’s Caucus from distributing a booklet
entitled “Health Care for Women: A
Guide to Services in the D.C. Metropolitan Area” because it includes a
controversial section about abortion.
However, on Thursday afternoon,
University President Timothy S. Healy,
S.J. reversed the previous AdministraPhoto by Cristina Del Sesto
' tion decision and allowed the booklet
Remnants of a century-old tree fall victim to campus spirit as the “twin
to be distributed with a disclaimer
towers’ lay in the dust on Healy Lawn.
printed on the cover.
The Women’s Caucus had planned
to distribute the pamphlet, originally
prepared for the D.C. Public Interest
the middle. According to the Univer- - Group and Commuity Research Founby Mary Prahinski
sity Archivist’s office, it was at least
dation, during the Women’s Awareness
HOYA Editor-in-Chief
100 years old, but they are unable to!
Week at Georgetown from March 7-14.
find the exact age.
A tree which was at least 100 years
GU’s chapter of Right to Life has

Lawn Landmark Topples
old fell on Healy Lawn Monday evening. No one was injured in the incident, which took place on the calm,
windless night. °
A loud noise described as thunder,
sounded as the tree fell rapidly to the

ground. Senior Carolyn Murray (CAS
'84) was closest to the tree when it
took its final bow. She said, “I was
walking to Lauinger when I heard a
sound like firecrackers, I turned around
and saw the tree falling behind me.”

A GUPS

officer on the scene re-

ported that the tree “just fell by itself”
and that it was rotted several feet up

Because the tree came down at 9:15
in the evening, no one was sitting on
the lawn, which is a daytime gathering

place for students.
Spirited Hoya fans painted the names
of Kentucky players Beal, Turpin and
Bowie on the downed trunk before
maintenance workers were able to cut
it up the next morning. Chris Cowr-

rown (SBA ’86) interpreted the event,
saying, “It’s an omen, since the tree
fell it’s a sign that the Twin Towers of
Kentucky will also fall” in Saturday’s
NCAA semifinal match in Seattle.

adamantly opposed this pamphlet. The
University has also taken an official
stand against its circulation because
abortion is opposed to the teaching of
the Catholic Church.
Assistant Vice President and Associate Dean of Student Affairs William
Schuerman said, “Nobody has banned
the distribution of the pamphlet (al-

though) they must take out the section
(on abortion to distribute it).”

allow recognized student organization
to distribute information on abortion
in that context.”

has four pages dealing with abortion,
saying what it is, what happens, listing
pregnancy clinics and saying (that) it is

existence

“I do not have a problem with the

a moral and ethical problem.”
The issue first came to light ap-

dent Activities, said that “because (of
the fact) Right to Life saw the booklet
and brought it to the attention of the
Women’s Caucus” and Schuerman’s
secretary, the controversy ensued. The
final decision by Schuerman, however,
was based on University policy and
“not (because) the Right to Life group
carries more weight than the Women’s
Caucus,” said Davis.
continued. on page 4

issue of abortion discussed in a moral
and ethical context but not as a part of
a health care program (or) as an

indifferent

approach

to

a problem

cannot

between

the

two

or-

Caucus Awareness Week. At this meeting, Maroney became aware of the

part of Georgetown of the importance
of Central America to the University
and a commitment to sponsor a clearer

by Mark Landler
HOYA

Staff Writer

The Board of Directors of Georgetown University recently appointed the
- Rev. Cesar Jerez, S.J., a former Provincial Superior of the Jesuit Order in

ical beliefs, both between and within

Jerez brings highly-regarded creden-

the ecclesiastical church hierarchy and

tials to his new position. Jerez studied

Central America, to its ranks. Father

ence from the University of Chicago.
Hentz, who first met Jerez while they
were both doctoral candidates at Chicago, explained that Fr. Jerez was
appointed Provincial Superior of the
Jesuit Order in Central America in
1977. The Central American Province

and Vice President of the University

for Planning.
The Rev. Otto Hentz, S.J., an Associate Professor of Theology and long-

is comprised of Nicaragua, El Salvador,
Costa Rica, Honduras, Guatemala, and
Panama.
J

During his six-year term as Provincial
Superior, Father Jerez was forced to
contend with sharply conflicting polit-

understanding of that troubled region.
theology at universities in Freiburg,
"West Germany, and Great Britain
before coming to the U.S., where he
earned a Doctorate in Political Sci-

Jerez presently serves on the faculty
and administration of the Universidad
Centroamericana in Nicaragua, where
he is a professor of political science

rectors represents a recognition on the

(University)

a liaison

and of its

Jerez Named to Board of Directors

manner

the

blish

ganizations. Right to Life was planning
to sponsor a speaker in the Women’s

Kate Braestrup (CAS 85), an active
member of the Women’s Caucus, said,
“The book is a comprehensive and
valuable health guide for women. It

time friend of Cesar Jerez, explained
that the appointment of a Central
American Jesuit to the Board of Di-

and

to Life, attended the meeting to esta-

pregnancy,” said Schuerman.

it (the booklet) presents abortion in an
indifferent, clinical and matter-of-fact

Schuerman explained, “In my view,

proximately three weeks ago at a
Women's Caucus meeting. Helen Maroney (SFS '84), President of GU Right

of the pamphlet

content.
Robin Davis, Asst. Director of Stu-

the Jesuit Order in Central America. |
As Hentz describes it, Fr. Jerez had to
“walk a fine line” between the potentially explosive political conflicts of
the region and the ideological and
theological conflicts within the Order

itself.
Hentz stressed that Jerez is “intimately acquainted” with the conflicts

and

geopolitics

of Central

America

and commented that there are “few
people extant who know more about

Central America.” Hentz characterized
Cesar Jerez as an “immensely cultured”
continued on page 2
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Fraud Suspect Sought

[mistake] and we didn’t detect it until

we looked at the list again,” which was
after the original list had been posted
on March 27.

Sergeant C. V. Christian of Georgetown University Protective Services
(GUPS) reported that an arrest warrant

This change affects only the regular

has been issued for the father of a
former student of the University who
is accused of having tried to pass more

dorm room winners and not any of the
University apartment winners. “It's
never happened before—it’s one of
those things that's just a computer
snafu,” Ward

than $7000 of bad checks to the Uni-

versity.

noted.

Christian said the warrant was issued

Housing Drops

Thursday, March 22, and that GUPS
has contacted police in, Philadelphia

Limited

for help in locating the suspect.

GUPS also reported that four juveniles were arrested on suspicion of
theft from an unlocked car in Lot C
March 26. A ring and a pair of eye-

In a change in Residence Life policy,
Director of University Housing Services R. Carter Ward announced this
week that in all Georgetown University student apartments only one drop
will be permitted to retain any apartment won in the lottery. The only
exceptions concerning this rule are if

glasses reported missing from the automobile were found in the possession of
the suspects, who were transported to
the Second District Police Station.

A later report of a theft of a Sony

organization

Christian reported that two males
were arrested outside of Copley the

though he insisted that he was a carpenter and the cutters ‘were merely
one of his tools. The two suspects

were transported to 2nd District.

and sophisticated person, fluent in four
Cesar Jerez maintained his friendship
with

Hentz

throughout

Photo by Cristina Del Sesto

Tom Frank (SFS '86) of BACCHUS,
coordinator of the events and activities of Alcohol Awareness Week.

University, coupled with his record of
service in Central America, that prompted University President Timothy S.

as

visiting

the Board of Directors. Healy, as Hentz
described it, was seeking to introduce

from his frequent business trips to the

.as

one

on

drunk

OY RT

continued from page 1

package, according to knowledgeable

driving

sources. Jimmy

Vatican. Fr. Jerez was instrumental in
securing lodgings for and overseeing
the security of the numerous George-

an element of international representation to the Board. Healy emphasized
the importance moreover of, as Hentz
put it, “turning south,” in adding to the

town students who have for the past

36-member Board. Cesar Jerez’s “stat-

21, years traveled to Nicaragua as part
of a Georgetown program organized
by Fr. Hentz and students to aid the

ure and knowledge” as a Jesuit in
© Central America made him the obvious
choice for the Board position.

dent of BACCHUS,

Evert (SFS ’86) was widely credited
with opening up communications with
Healy’s office. “Paul Evert was: very

a nice reinforcement.” Also planned
insufficient amount of entries.

helpful (in dealing) with Father Healy's ©
office, "said de Csepel.
Shawn Sax (SFS ’87) said, “I'm glad
I conned my father into giving me the

“I don’t think the event was pi shed

enough,” Drapeau said. “People

tend

money for the plane ticket out there 4 |

‘to shy away from things like this.
When you start talking about drinking,
people take it personally. It’s too bad;
I wish more people would listen to the

but I'm even gladder I have a friend in
Seattle who I can stay with,” in reference to the Corp’s package.
The Athletic Department

statistics. Drinking is not bad, only if it
is abused. As the second costliest probweek's

keynote

address

is

also

booking passages to Seattle. They offer
three

lem in the country, it is a hard issue.”

The

'85), ,

Gioia. . . for all his support.”
Student Association President Paul

was fairly good. “Everyone knows that
drinking and driving don’t mix,” she
said, “but something like this is always
but
an

(SBA

thanks the administration, especially
(Assistant to the President) Jack De-

student response

for Monday was a banner contest
the event was cancelled due t

Valentino

President of the Corp said, “The Corp

According to Nancy Drapeau, presi-

Healy, S.J. to support Cesar Jerez for

his tenure

such

individuals before and after driving.

It was this contact with Georgetown

languages in addition to classical Latin.

Travels Planned

which compared the performances of

poor in that country.
continued from page 1

as he returned

from

ing,

Jerez Joins Board

Hentz at Georgetown

Walkman

a confirmed

The

alcohol abuse, was kicked off Monday

morning of March 22. The suspects,

the 2nd District station where officers
medical leave of absence or studying
found the Walkman in possession of
abroad.
the juveniles.
Students who would like to name
A personal stereo was also taken
their own preferred replacement must '
from the fifth floor of Lauinger Lisubmit, within a to-be designated three
brary March 26. The owner of the
day period, a signed letter indicating
Aiwa cassette player had left for fifteen
their chosen replacement. After three
minutes, according to the GUPS re:
days, the Office of Residence Life will
port, and returned to find the $250
name a replacement if one has not

on

Aware-

26-30.

with a film festival in Healy Program
Room. Films were shown about drink-

one of whom had an extensive police
record, were believed to be preparing
to steal bicycles from the racks outside
of Copley. One of the suspects had a
set of lock-cutters in his possession,

often

either

March

students’ knowledge of the dangers of

cassette player missing.

Provincial = Superior,

are

from

week of activities, designed to heighten

a car was referred to

students

with an Alcohol

ness Week

Other

events this week included a panel on
stress on Wednesday, the placement
of a breathalyzer outside the Pub by
D.C. Police Thursday night, and a
demonstration of drunk driving in New
South Cafeteria this afternon.

Georgetown’s chapter of Boost Alcohol Consciousness Concerning the
Health of University Students (BACCHUS) promoted the birth of its new

“Too many winners came out of the

computer,” R. Carter Ward of Residence Life said. “It was a minute

the behavior of its consumers.

ef

HOY A Staff Writer

Coheed A

cannot be housed elsewhere on campus.
Students who did not enter the

Shots,” which examined the effect that
alcohol marketing techniques have on

by Kate Wilson

a

and

wn

students

ee

University

AY

Georgetown

by the Office of Residence Life because of a computer error. The new
list of winners will be posted today in
New South Faculty Lounge from 1 to 4
p.m.
:

Regular Residence Hall Lottery are
reminded that they must turn in their
waiting list cards no later than April 4,
1984.
Regular Room Selection Night will
be Tuesday, April 17.

—

All replacements must be full-time

i Soihr

alredy been chosen.

to

The list of winners of the regular
residence halls lottery was invalidated

0 ~N

Error Cancels Regular Lottery Results

~|

Awareness Events Close
With Drunk Driving

eA

Page 2, The HOYA

packages.

The

Full

Package

©

includes airfare, hotel accomodations,

was

meals, shuttles to and from the games

delivered Tuesday evening by George
Hacker of the Center for Science in
the Public Interest, who has written a
book called The Booze Merchants.

and the airport, taxes and tips. This is
at a cost of $845. Due to the high
price, not many students can afford
this

Also shown was a film, “Calling The

package,

however,

travel

agent

for the Athletic Department Tom
Bruce says, “We have a lot of alumni
going.”
The Athletic Department also has

“two “no frills” plans on the market, the

air plan and the land plan. The land
' plan incudes the hotel stay, a gala
brunch before the game, and transpor-

tation shuttling the buyer of the package to and from the event. These packages through the Athletic Department
-

TEOTE

however, do not include tickets to the
basketball games themselves.

of Georgetown
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Healy Talks About GU, St
terms of economic

by Jim Horan

HOY

A

Managing

b by
1d a
New

discrepancies

be-

tween countries in the northern and

Editor

southern hemispheres, not in terms of

Part II of an interview with Georgetown President Timothy S. Healy, S.J.
President Timothy S. Healy's interpretation of Georgetown’s strengths
and weaknesses will shape this University for years to come. Ultimately,
Father Healy would like to bring the
undergraduate, graduate and professional schools closer together “because
I think they would all profit from it.”
Though
Healy
is pleased
with
Georgetown'’s
improving reputation,
applicant pool and academics, he is
aware of potential problems. These
include the quality of the graduate
school and the University’s ability to
influence the outlook of its graduates

that
€ on
ther
1 on
nent

in a positive manner.
Healy points to the jump in the
number of undergraduate applications
(from 8500 last year to 9700 this year)
as a sign of Georgetown’s rising prestige.
:
There are “lots of things” still to be
done to make Georgetown a first-rate
University. According to Healy, “The
biggest-one is to make the Graduate
School focused; to do what we can do
very well, because a good bit of reputation depends on graduate, not undergraduate, work.”
Beyond improving the grad school
and retaining the quality of undergraduate programs remain what Healy describes as “the tough things.” The
president asks: “How do you get more

contact between the professional and
undergraduate schools, particularly the
law school? How do you question some

of the assumptions? If we climb fairly,
to have more than our due share of the
next century's leadership in the nation,
are’ we doing enough to point noses
North-South instead of East-West?”
“I think the answer has to be ‘No.” ”
Healy would like students to think in

political

conflict

between

western

(democratic) and eastern (communist)
nations. The key to pointing noses

from

en:

$ 499

Paris
Rome .
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Madrid
Copenhagen

$
$
$
$
$

from

Lagos

$1075

609
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699
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$1485
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Inquire

to their under-

volving the number of Catholics adHealy calls the conflict a “tempest .n a

Catholic. That's a given piece of common ground which damn few schools
at our level have. It’s also, by the way,
an onus; it’s a weight on our academic
conscience,” says Healy.

As a Catholic school, Georgetown
is “worried about things,” and this sets
us apart from other colleges. “I think
there's a sense in the place that (point-

ing students in the ‘right’ direction) is
an agenda item we're not accomplishing sufficiently, with enough clarity,

with

enough

Healy

impact

states “the action

is here:

the

sessions, it’s in hours in the library, it’s
in what you read, what matters to you.

It's in how you shape yourself as a
citizen. That’s the real power of a
university.”

As Healy
power”

oped

sees it, this “pointing

of Georgetown

can be devel-

in areas like “philosophy,

lan-

guage, government, and law.” It is for

this reason that he feels the relationship

between Georgetown’s undergraduate
and law (as well as other professional)

schools

should

be

developed.

Says

Healy: “I've had law faculty talk about
the students who are taking the law
degree and the MSFS and say that for
those students there is a totally differ-

TET

the

undergraduate

level.

sions, such as who gets
Those interpretations
be derived from, not
think there’s a sense

into the school.
are “meant to
imposed on. I
that everything

comes here for passage. It doesn’t. I

teapot” and compares it to recent
drives at generating more applications

think there’s a sense that I'm up here

good law school to one good undergraduate college. Those problems are
only real problems when you can say

from the Sunbelt states. He says “Quo-

things are decided, most appropriately,

that both schools do their things well.”
This is the type of question

that the

tas are ridiculous to start with... our
freshman class is a pretty accurate

reflection of our pool of applicants. If
you want to change the freshman class,

with levers all over

the desk.

Most

miles from this office,” states Healy.
“My influence is largely a question of
raising the right questions, making the
right arguments.”

Search for Buckner Continues
by John Ballinghoff
HOY A Staff Writer

sightings were reported to GUPS. Sergeant C.V. Christian, the officer work-

One promising lead later turned out
to be a disappointment. Buckner had

ing on

plane

the case, went

to investigate

reservations

to reportedly

visit

For the past three weeks, search efforts by Georgetown University Pro-

these possible leads, but as GUPS Assistant Director Jeff Horton comment-

tective Services and D.C. Metropoli-

his sister in Boston on March 9. With
this bright spot, Officer Christian and

ed, “none of these leads proved to be

tan Police for Chris Buckner (SES ‘87)
have led to no concrete leads in the

substantial.”
!
With the airing of the story on
Saturday, March 24 on Channel 4,
Horton reported that “several more
possible sightings had occurred includ-

Chris’ Resident Assistant went to National Airport to see if he would show

.case. Chris was last seen on Monday,
March 5 at 2:00 am leaving his first
floor New South room.

ing one by 5th and 6th Streets in the

Actions taken by the authorities included notifying the local newspapers,
television stations, and other organizations which might have some information

concerning

his

disappearance.

Pictures of Buckner were also circulated throughout the area with the
hope that someone would recognize
him. Through these efforts, several

city and in a city shelter, but he (Sergeant Christian) has found these not to
be substantial.”
At the time of Buckner’s disappearance, he was wearing a jean jacket,
blue jeans, topsiders and a denim shirt.
A friend of Buckner’s also emphasized, “Chris had very little money on
him.”

Photo by Cristina Del Sesto

up for his flight. But, Bucker never did

show up at the airport.

Even Jack Lord respects John
Kurkjain's “Hawaii 5-0” dance,
which is expected to strike fear
into Joe B. Hall's Kentucky Wildcats—and millions of TV viewers.

Horton emphasized that, “anyone
who possibly might have seen him report it to GUPS and the Metropolitan
Police immediately.”

UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP

Hova Inn

35th and Reservoir Road, N.W.

337-2717
MON-SAT — 10 AM — MIDNITE

cf $10.
With this ad thru

April 11. 1984

D.C.
from

Tokyo
Hong Kong

at

time “raising questions and interpreting
the University” than in making deci-

way law is taught, and it’s going to
change the relationship of at least one

ent thrust to the way they study law.”
This is the type of impact and
interaction Healy is attempting to
foster. He cites other examples of
relating law and other studies, including the possibility of a law course
offered by the Main Campus philoso-
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ultimately, it’s going to change the

point of contact, that we're
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law is a way in

which your expectations are conditioning the University. A goodly number
of (Georgetown) students look to law

University’s president must deal with.
Healy must also deal with less academic questions, including some that

“North-South” is the University’s “great

AT DISCOUNT
FLY PAN AM, KLM, BR. AIR, JAL, AIR FRANCE. . .
AFRICA

level.
Healy says: “The

common

AROUND THE WORLD
EUROPE

phy department at the undergraduate

r appointments of requests.

7 Haircutters, Inc.1984.

Film: You Have Joist Strick a Rock. About women
in South Africa. 2:00 p.m. WGR 201A. Sponsored

by SCAR.

Film: Crossroads— Describes life in a squatters
town outside Capetown, South Africa. 2:00 p.m.

WGR 201A. Sponsored by S.C AR.
Byzantine Catholic Divine Liturgy. 5:00 p.m. Dahlgren Chapel. Sponsored by Campus Ministry.

CIAR
YP

i

Monday, April 2:

RN

I

Sacrament of Penance. 4:15 p.m. Dahlgren Chapel.
Sponsored by Campus Ministry

a

RE

- HILLTOP

Evening Prayer: 4:30 p.m. Dahlgren Chapel. Spon-

sored by Campus Ministry

Notables Reception: 7:30-9:30 p.m. McGhee Library.

Film: Amaudlo— Life in South Africa. 8:00 p.m.
WGR

Tuesday, April 3:
Lecture on the Transcendental Program, 8:00 p.m.,

3 ap

ye

March 30-April 5, 1984

WGR 208.
Sacrament of Penance. 1:00 p.m. Dahlgren Chapel.
Evening Prayer. 4:30 p.m. Dahlgren Chapel.
Hebrew Choir Rehearsal. 5:00 p.m. Dahlgren

«

Friday, March 30:

=

Sacrament of Penance. 11:00 am., 1:00-1:30 p.m.
Dahlgren Chapel. Sponsored by Campus Min-

mmm

et

—

Interfaith Service: Rev. Joseph Lowrey, president
of S.C.L.C. preaching, 3:30 p.m., Dahlgren Chapel.
Sponsored by Campus Ministry.
Gospel Choir Bible Study. 5:30 p.m., Dahlgren
Crypt. Sponsored by Campus Ministry.
Gospel Choir Rehearsal. 6:30 p.m., Dahlgren Crypt.
Sponsored by Campus Ministry.

re Bm

from the civil rights movement. Sponsored by
S.CAR.

em Ne
He
Ti
em
A

showcase display in Lauinger. 1:30 p.m. WGR.

Theatre.
Movie: Breaker Morant and Picnic at Hanging

A

ternational Policy will be speaking, 8:00 p.m.

St. Marks Episcopal Church, 3rd and A Streets.
For information call (703) 522-8678.

Office of International Programs Coffee Hour.
Focusing on Northern Africa. 4:00-5:30 p.m.
ICC 550.
College Young Democrats Meeting: 8:00 p.m.

WGR 201B.
Sacrament of Penance. 4:45-5:10 p.m. Dahlgren
Chapel.

Sacrament of Penance. 12:15-1:15 p.m. Dahlgren
Chapel.
:
Evening Prayer. 4.30 p.m. Dahlgren Chapel.

Admission $3.00. Sponsored by G.U. Dance

Protestant Choir Rehearsal. 8:00 p.m. Dahlgren

Rock. 7:30 p.m. Reiss 103. Admission: $2.00.

Crypt.

Sunday, April 1:
rat

Policy Studies; and Chris Root, Center for In-

Thursday, April 5:

Sponsored by D.S.A.

Spring Dance Gallery. 8:00 p.m., Stage III Poulton.

Meeting: Workshops designed to improve participation of Palestinian students in the Washington,
D.C. area, in student life and activities. 10:00 a.m.

Sponsored by Palestine Culture Society.
“Catholic in Action”
— Inquiry into Catholicism.
11:00 a.m. Healy 18. Sponsored by Campus Min-

=

Rahim, Subcommittee of Africa, House Foreign

Affairs Committee; Devin Danaher, Institute for

Ecumenical Services for the people of South
Africa. Time to be announced.

Meeting: Planning and assembly of materials for

=

U.S. Policy Towards South Africa. Salah Abdul-

Evening Prayer. 4:30 p.m. Dahlgren Chapel.

Saturday, March 31:

>

a majo. 7:30 p.m. ICC Auditorium. Sponsored
by SBA Academic Council.

French Mandolin Orchestra Concert: 7;30 p.m.

Spring Dance Gallery. 8:00 p.m., Stage III Poulton.
Admission $3.00. Sponsored by G.U. Dance
Theatre.
ALCOHOL AWARENESS WEEK: “Drink, Chug-ALug...” Panel Exposition. New South Cafeteria.
12 Noon. Sponsored by G.U. BACCHUS
CHAPTER
Movie: Breaker Morant and Picnic at Hanging
Rock. 7:30 p.m. Reiss 103. Admission $2.00.

965-5600

SBA Sophomore Forum. Fidormation on declaring

Wednesday, April 4:

Voice Recital. 8:00 p.m.

Oten at 5:45 Sh

Crypt.
Divine Science Organization Meeting. 6:00-7:00
p.m. ICC 211A. Sponsored by Campus Ministry.

ICC 108. Sponsored by S.C. AR.

Folk Concert: Serious Bizness, black folk music

S401 ME Hw

201A. Sponsored by S.C AR.

|

Video Dance Party. Sponsored by College Republicans. 8:00 p.m.-1:00 a.m. in New South Faculty
Lounge.
Airband Contest. Sponsored by WROX.

to 2:00 a.m. Hall of Nations.
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{ | i Georgeto wn Men's Shelter Slated to Close
\

folks have set an incredible precedent

taught me how to play spades, and all

a club on the head with a coat rack,

HOY A Staff Writer

for the rest of the nation. Lots of
different churches and citizens have

the other men were around to tell me

The Georgetown shelter for men,
located in one of D.C.’s wealthiest

devoted time and money.”
Although the shelter just opened in

seemed really depressed, according to
Klein “He talked a lot about death,
and he was only about 25 years old.”
The shelter provides soup and sand-

sections on 33rd and K Streets, is slated

February, it is scheduled to close, along

to close soon.

with four other winter shelters, on
March 31.
Georgetown student volunteer Larry
Graham (SBA '85), says he regrets the
closing but that he understands it.
“The idea behind the Georgetown
shelter was not meant to be a long
term thing. It might be ending but

by Laura Goodwin

Housed

in four trailers, the shelter

was intended only for the cold winter
months. However, community groups

like the Georgetown Clergy Association, the Georgetown Citizens Association

and

the

Community

For

Cre-

ative Nonviolence (CNN), are pushing
for a more long-term shelter arrangement, according to Lynn Romaro of
CNN.
|
“We've

been trying since early De-

cember to convince people in Georgetown to get a shelter going,” says
' Romaro. “Theoretically, it is only for
men, and there are about thirty different volunteers.”
Romaro called the shelter “incredi-

bly unusual. People in its neighborhood
welcomed

it and supported

it. These

not very intimidating.”
Haravon does not think it is fair to

wiches

close the shelter. “For someone who is

bagels,

which

to

“It sort of reminded me of a frater-

it's very hard. Imagine not showering,

nity, they all knew each other by name,
and were all pretty warm to each
other.”
i
The shelter is officially sponsored
by the Georgetown Clergy and Community and the CNN. In addition to

having no address,” She thinks the
men need a more permanent place to
rehabilitate

and

help

integrate

them

with society.
“The first time I volunteered,” says

what it accomplished is good,” he said.

Kent Klein (SBA 86), “I was dressed

more long-term shelter arrangements,

Graham, who has worked at the
shelter five or six times, feels the experience was good for himself as well as
the homeless. “The more I go down,

in pretty old clothes; probably half of
them didn’t realize I was volunteering.”
“It’s pretty open and casual, a pretty
rowdy place,” says Klein. “There was
a lot of swearing and a lot of talk
about sex.” One man, recovering from

options for the homeless, according to
Graham, include an initiative on the,
D.C. November ballot which, if passed,
would make the city responsible for
providing for the homeless.

the more I realize how complex it is.
They are people, they have to be
given shelter. It’s been a very good
experience.”
Anita Haravon, (SLL ’'86) another
Georgetown volunteer, enjoyed her
interaction with the men. “One guy

MISS GEORGETOWN
—1984—

PAGEANT

panelists include Stephen G. McFar-

by Lisa Wenrick

land, Rev. J. Bryan Hehir, Roberto

The controversial issue concerning
the U.S. intervention in Nicaragua will

Stephen McFarland is presently the
U.S. Bureau of Interamerican Affairs

be the subject of the Woodstock Forum
_ to be held Sunday, April 1. The forum

Hehir adds, “The human rights question should be part of the U.S. political

officer in Nicaragua. He said, “Of
course, I will be defending U.S. policy
toward Nicaragua. The Administration

policy.”

and possible alternative policies of the
U.S. regarding Nicaragua.
“This topic was chosen because it is

guan

believes it is following the best path.”

plained, “I will support efforts toward

relevant to both theological issues and
public policy,” explains Peter Ciccino

actions of the Nicaraguan government.”
Rev. J. Bryan Hehir, Secretary, De-

McFarland continues, “The Adminis
tration’s policy depends highly on the

of the Woodstock Theological Center.
He adds, “The panelists were selected

Recently

modeled

partment of Social Development and
World Peace, and research scholar at
the Kennedy Institute of Ethics, says,

to represent a broad perspective.” The

:
1980
ROBIN HARMON
Was also Miss Maryland America
Now a Photo-Print model in N.Y.

in Paris.

“I think the United States should make

Vargas, and James Chace.

We are proud of our past winners..

;

by Kevin

Ciotta

Students survey the damage soon after a huge tree toppled onto Healy
Lawn Monday night. The thunderous noise brought out students from
nearby Lauinger Library, Village B and Copley Hall.

a major diplomatic and political initiative to deal with the region as a whole.”

Staff Writer

will focus on both the present policies

1979
ANN MARIE COLANDREA
A fashion model in New York.

Photo

Woodstock Forum Will Present Nicaragua Alternatives

ATTENTION LADIES - ENTER....
THE EIGHTH ANNUAL

1978
DOROTHY MAYS
A national magazine model
Has been on the Tonight Show.

even

homeless to get back in the workforce,

HOYA

1977
CINDY MANION
A New York model. She has
appeared in five motion pictures.

and

Klein's taste “were really bad!”

The First Secretary of the NicaraEmbassy,

Robert

Vargas,

ex-

peace in the region.” As an alternative
to the present U.S. policy, Vargas
suggests that the U.S. and Nicaragua
“arrange for negotiations in earnest

~ which discuss the proposals of the
Sandinistan government.” These proposals

include

a reduction

in

“U.S.

backed” arms and personnel.

The final panelist, James Chace, is
currently a member of the editorial
board of the New York Times Book
Review. Chace remarked
on his partipation in the upcoming forum: “I
will suggest new U.S. policies toward
Nicaragua in the broader context of a
new western policy while, at the same

time, showing

the inconsistencies of

the present policy.” Chace’s research
on Central American affairs includes a
visit to the war zone between the Sandinistas and the Contras.

"The forum will be held in the ICC

at 7:30 p.m. Admission

will be $3.00.

\

WHAT IS AMERICAN STUDIES?
‘A meeting for Freshmen & Sophomores on
American Studies Program
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This years pageant will be held in the
Main Ballroom of the...
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LUCKY

BE

EN

WILL
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785-5555.

WHO

Has appeared on the Beach Boy
Program at RFK before 50,000

Awarded first runner-up in the
_ Miss Metro, U.S.A. Pageant.
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LESLY
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1982 7
CYNTHIA BELL

rm

1981
ROBIN CALDWELL
Has modeled all over Europe.
Is now a top local model.
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what to do. When I first walked in I
was kind of scared, but the men are

that all they were interested
presentation.

Davis explained that a presentation

Maroney was referring to an incident

that included material on abortion was

that occured two years ago when the
Women’s Rights collective chapter of

approved but not the actual distribution of the health booklet itself.

the GU Law Center tried to circulate a

However, according to Chris Currie

pamphlet of the same nature.

to the March

4, 1982,

(CAS ’84), Secretary of Right to Life,

issue
of
The
HOYA,
President
Timothy S. Healy, S.J., threatened to

“She (Maroney) made an appointment

with Schuerman and he told her that
he had said that in no way could they
(Women’s Caucus) distribute such in-

revoke their charter, saying “If the
Women's Collective finds this publication essential to its being, then it should
be prepared to accept the logical con-

offer any alternatives or counseling. It
is practically like lining up customers

aly

om

the publication of the booklet three
weeks ago.
“A woman from Right to Life saw it

and put pressure on Robin Davis, who

AE
rial
00k
yar-

ard
of a
me

gether the pamphlet with
money.”
However,
according
to

(allow the Women's Caucus) to distri-

policy, if Women’s Caucus distributes

bute it (with the
says Braestrup.

the pamphlet, they will lose Student
‘Activities funding and will be denied

abortion

section),”

Davis said that she initially approved
requested

Caucus who would present an informaincluding

abortion.

“However,”

on that now.”

Braestrup said, “In light of Right of
Life's role as a student body censoring
another student body, we felt that
there could be no good faith liaison
betwen their group and ours.”
Consequently,
Right
to
Life's
speaker was dropped: from the Women's Awareness Week. “Our speaker
in the Women's Awareness Week Program was going to speak on the alternatives to abortion,” says Currie.

own

previous

“Their lecture may take place, obviously, but Women’s Caucus is not
affiliated with it,” adds Braestrup.
Says Currie, “We do not want a fight.

distributes the booklet, he doesn’t
know what would happen.” He continued, “I wouldn’t want to speculate

University Gears Up for Final Four

[CC
00

continued from page |
GU ticket officials announced Wednesday morning that the University’s
2,000 seat allotment was sold out, the
first of the four schools to have done so.
Travel packages range from alumni
charters of over $700.00 each to the
Student Travel charter of $320.00, by
far the lowest price of any offered to
the four schools (see related story on
page one). Student charter planes will
be leaving National Airport throughout
the day, today from 7 a.m. through 3

Virginia

versus

or

lose.

University

offices

will

remain open on the 3rd, however.
With many students staying at home
for the Final Four, numerous activities

for the weekend

have been planned.

Dorm lounges, community rooms, and
the local bars appear to be among a
number of popular spots for watching
the game. Interest is peaking city-wide
for the Hoyas, who in their three years
of play at Landover, Md.’s Capital

Washington

were eliminated by Indiana last week,
preventing a 1-2-3-4 ranked Final Four.
And when John Thompson and the
Hoyas take the floor tomorrow, few
Hoyas will weep for UNC.

The UV-A

rays are the safest and

most beneficial rays of the

sun, producing a healthy natural tan without any burning.
Relax in a beautiful private room equipped with a UV-A sunbed. After tanning, relax with a shower and a complimentary
refreshment.

Meet

nice people.
than any

suntan

preparation.

SUN

students
2126 P. St.,N.W.

Washington D.C. 20037
202-775-8990

Federation

of Trade

Unions.

In fact, Brown's lecture was heavily
laden with anti-Communist rhetoric,
which was indicative of Labor's longtime commitment to a strong defense
of the West. He then leveled a criticism
at the present administration, quoting
the Constitution as stating the following, “To contribute to the common

defense and the general welfare,” adding, “those both are the terms necessary for a strengthened defense.”
Brown also discussed the East-West
stalemate in Europe, mentioning three
things: the West European
peace

movement, the plight of the Solidarity
trade union in Poland, and the role of
labor in American-West European af-

fairs.
Brown pointed out, “The press’ un- :

but a matter of absolute morality of the

the
World
Federal ‘Trade Union
(W.F.T.U.).
“The movement in Poland of Solidarnosé...continues,” he said. “Believe me we've documented that fact
with letters back and forth. Mr. Walesa
has told us that he must do (with
respect to Polish authorities; and we've
communicated to Mr. Walesa what it is
that we must do,” continued Brown.
He stressed the AFL-CIO’s continued
strong support for a movement he
called, “probably the only movement
today in the Soviet orbit that has the

Catholic Church,” says Maroney.

overwhelming support of the people.”

can foreign policy.

role is not abortion,” says Maroney.
The Women’s Caucus strongly believes that the pamphlet does not advocate abortion, but merely informs
Georgetown women of the facts.
“We believe that the issue at hand

is freedom of speech. It is ironic that
the Administration should deny this to

our group after Healy's open viewpoint forum last week. Does this open

derevaluation

ment’

France,”

are

of the nationalistic ele- -

in the peace
he

French—and

movement;

movements.

explained,

there

in Germany,

“the

“In

missiles

is no peace
the missiles

are foreign—and there is’a peace
movement.” He then went on to predict
the

possibility

of a re-evaluation

by.

West Germany's Social Democrats of
their recent anti-missile stand.

“The European-American alliance,”
he concluded, “is.the pillar of Ameri-

THERE ARE TWO SIDESTO
]
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY,

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

We are the FIRST Solarium in the Washington D.C.
area, completing our third year in business. We know
about TANNING!

THE

and

unions as well. Said he, “European
unions are united with us in the
I.C.E.T.U. in our pursuance of peace,
in opposition especially to the socalled ‘peace movement.’ ”

Clifton: NJ 07015.

Going on vacation? A skin that is already tanned has a
natural protection greater

entitled “Labor

Said Brown, “It did not take long—
three years— for the democratic trade
unions to become disillusioned with

to be delt with. However, part of this

for

And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
| Corps. The caduceus on the left
| means you're part of a health care
| system in which educational and
| career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the re means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,

Way

20% discount to GU Students,
Faculty, and Staff with ID

popular basketball team.

So whatever

to win

With The Sun Club’s
European UV-A Sunbeds

Centre have become the area’s most
will be at this weekend, either in Seattle
Jor: D.C., the weekend should be an
exciting and memorable one.
The semifinals begin at 3:30 with

63-62

To TAN!!

‘and the success of the basketball team,

win

Georgetown

the title two years ago, the Tarheels

speech,

World

“The role of the Women’s Caucus
is vital: there is a lot of chauvinism

struggle

mount to the Europeans and European

Brown specifically described the
necessity for an international federation of labor unions in the post-war
years to combat the more anti-Western

talk and omit the two pages from the
pamphlet.”

central

According to Brown, it remains para-

foreign service.

A compromise can be reached if Women’s Caucus would reschedule the

the

“The issue is not capitalism versus

including many involved in the field of

“This is not a matter of free speech

The Only
Safe

Ciotta

forum only apply to things accepted
by, the University?” says Braestrup.

outscored

ranked teams will be present for a
chance at the title.
As for North Carolina, the team that

day evening and Wednesday morning.
Because of both the travel involved

will be granted on Tuesday, April 3,

followed

thirty minutes after the conclusion of
the game by Georgetown versus Kentucky. Three of the nation’s four top

p-m. The charters will return on Tues-

University Provost J. Donald Freeze
confirmed that a University holiday

Houston,

by Fg

Role in U.S. Foreign Policy” sponsored by the Outlook Club.

GU affiliation. Schuerman said on
Wednesday, though, that if the Caucus

by the Women's

- tional speech on health care for worm-

en,

our

Photo

remains

both the U.S. and for American Labor.

International Affairs,” was presented
Monday in the ICC auditorium before
an audience of approximately 200,

CSIS Professor Yonah Alexander spoke about espionage and wanton
destruction in a forum last week called “International Terrorism and Its

man’s permission because we put to-

had originally approved it, to talk to
Schuerman, who then decided not to

a speaker

rch
esa
an-

for abortion mills” says Currie.
“Women's Caucus does not advocate
abortion. The information about abortion is being offered to benefit women
at
Georgetown,”
says
Braestrup,
“Technically, we don’t need Schuer-

3

Staff Writer

socialism; but, rather, a free society
versus a society of forced labor,” said
Irving Brown, speaking at the Fourth
Samuel D. Berger Memorial Lecture
Monday. In the speech, Brown focused
on the key issues facing American
labor such as their role in international
affairs since World War II.

The

formation.” “Those clinics only counsel
you to have abortions; they do not

sequences that it is no longer possible
for a Catholic university to grant it
recognition or access to University
funds.”
However, according to Braestrup,
the administration originally approved

otta

HOYA

in was a

ed,

SL

could not publish that. The pamphlet
is obviously against University policy
on abortion.”

The East-West conflict, he reiterat-

by Tom Selhorst

SL

Maroney said, “I told them that they

Su
rE

continued Davis, “I did not understand
that at first the Women’s Caucus wanted to distribute the booklet; 1 thought

\

onan
SEE

{

continued from page |

According

Lecture Endorses Labor

Publication Halted

mrs

Se

Caucus
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703-836-8185

_T0: COLLEGE STUDENTS
FROM: HIT OR MISS STORES
SUBJECT: DRESS FOR SUCCESS
SPRING SUIT AND DRESS OFFER
Is your graduation near? Are you on your way to career
interviews?

At Home
In Puerto Rico
Chase Manhattan Bank is now hiring Puerto Rican candidates who are
interested in exciting and rewarding careers in Puerto Rico as Commercial
Lending Officers. We are seeking individuals with an exposure to business
and/or finance to take advantage of this unique opportunity to join our
Global Financial Network.

eA
yo

Se,

Interested individuals may call or send their resumes to either Seth Edwards,
Second Vice President, (212) 552-4628, Chase Manhattan Bank, 1 Chase
Plaza, 19th floor, New York, NY 10081 OR Gladys Ramirez, Assistant
Treasurer, (809) 753-3663, Chase Manhattan Bank, 254 Munoz Rivera
Avenue, GPO 1990, San Juan, Puerto Rico.

Sn
i

want

YOU

to

create

the

successful,

professional

image. Bring in this coupon to your nearest Hit or Miss ®
Store and we will insure that you are ready to

__ DRESS FOR SUCCESS!
7663 New Hampshire Avenue, Langley Park, MD (301)434-9592
8393 Leesburg Pike, Pike 7 Plaza, Vienna, VA (703)821-9328
6035 Leesburg, Pike, Baileys Crossroads, VA (703)998-9363
Marlow

Heights, MD (301)899-9895

7666 Richmond Highway, Alexandria, VA (703)765-9765
69 Harry Flood Byrd. Hwy., Sterling, VA (703)430-9716
5232 Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA (703)321-9844
1735 K. Street, N.W., Washington, DC (202)429-1960
1667 Rockville Pike, Rockville, MD (301)881-9777
10718 Lee Highway, Fairfax, VA (703)691-9617
~_
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Your career will begin with a 3-6 month period of orientation and on-thejob-training at the Chase office in Puerto Rico. From there you will spend
10 months in our highly renowned intensive Credit Training Program in
financial analysis and lending.

CHASE

er
A

We

3915 Branch Avenue,

An Equal Opportunity Employer F/M/H
er Fe

|

TIME TO DRESS FOR SUCCESS!
finest off-price women’s specialty
college students an additional
ALREADY LOW PRICES ON
SUIT OR DRESS! *
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IF SO, NOW’S THE
Hit or MissPAmerica’s
store is now offering
20% OFF OUR
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TBoya
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The Right Way To Go
y

ton are all paying in excess of $500 to see their
teams in the Battle in Seattle. Flying to the far
side of the country is an expensive proposition.
Before this offer students were paying a minimum of $400 for airfare plus the extra expense
of housing and the $42 ticket price—far too
high for most to afford on short notice.

arranged accommodations at Seattle Univer-

Administration,

but this is well-deserving of

sity for students to keep the costs low.

accolades. The basketball team will now be

In addition to arranging to have cots set up
for GU students in our brother Jesuit institu-

able to hear the cheers of their fellow students,

spurring them on to certain victory.
\

waiting to arise into conscious behav-

ior. In his article “Hang On To Your
Hats.
.. And Heads” (SI, March 19),

though, that there is a need for an alcohol
awareness program at Georgetown.
This year, Georgetown students played an
integral part in (correctly) repelling an attempt

to raise the District of Columbia’s drinking"
‘age to 21, thereby denying a much-used privi-

lege to many students.
One of the major arguments in their effort
was that at 18 they are mature enough to handle
alcohol. We accept this premise and feel that a
good way to show this responsibility is to put
efforts into causes such as BACCHUS (Boost
Alcohol Consciousness Concerning the Health

of University Students) on campus.
When the rallying cry for AAAD was “Can
you imagine Georgetown without the Pub?”

the clear message was that alcoholic beverages
are important to social life at Georgetown.
Most parties and gatherings offer beer and
wine as well as other drinks, even though the
main reason for getting together is not always
drinking.
AAAD showed that students can be mobilized for a good cause. Learning how to drink
safely is just as important as being able to

drink legally. BACCHUS and Alcohol Awareness Week help show Hoyas can not just drink,
but that they can drink intelligently.
The seminars and othér Alcohol Awareness
Week

activities

deserve

to be attended,

this

week and whenever they are offered on campus. Alcohol awareness is not a once-a-year
concern. Students —and others —should be informed and remember the dangers of drinking
too much, too often.

:

A controversy has developed over distribution of a women’s health pamphlet, stirring

up a ruckus among student groups and the
University administration and resulting in a
renewed debate over an eight-letter word at

the

Georgetown

to reproductive

health

clinics;

according to the University, that is five pages
too much.

This is not the first time the University has
lowered the boom on the abortion question.
The University came close to shutting down
The HOYA seven years ago for a $20 advertisement

for

a women’s

clinic.

In

1982,

the

distribution of abortion referral information
by the GU Law Center’s Women’s Rights
Collective led to University President Timothy
Healy’s threat to withdraw both the WRC’s
University funding and recognition. Healy
has made it quite clear in his eight-year tenure

that “abortion” and those who promote it are
not welcome west of 37th and O Streets.

Whether that is “right” or “wrong” is not the
issue. The power of a private university is
sweeping; the Administration surely has the
right to ban the pamphlet’s distribution on

of women.

It,

too, should consider the club’s own description
in the Student Life Handbook and work for
the “dissemination of knowledge and encouragement of discussion on both sides of the
“right to life issue.”
So what has become of Women’s Awareness
Week?
.
The latest example of petty politics— the

decision of the Women’s Caucus to bar the
Right-to-Life
Committee
from Women’s
Awareness Week activities —shows the extent
to which the Week’s purposes and ideals have
been obscured by the two organizations. It
seems a compromise acceptable to both clubs
could have been worked out. Instead, a booklet
that will provide useful and necessary information to Georgetown’s women almost became
an unnessary casualty of a dispute which fur-

thered nobody’s interests.

Seminar,” as Y AF so politely misnamed

I pulled the kitty litter out

from its hiding place the other day, I
noticed a newsletter that had found its
way into an appropriately adjacent
spot. It was called Dialogue on Liberty.
Its authors: the Young Americans for
Freedom. This masterpiece was from
last year, so it was somewhat dated,
but since the ideas it expressed are

it, was cancelled due to student protest

led by several campus groups.
But

the

technical

reasons

for why

more than somewhat dated anyway, it
allowed

the

guest list. What is at issue, as Willis
Harte correctly pointed out last week,

players have failed to graduate, this

chance

with real majors at one of the most
competitive schools in the nation. He
* believes that learning and the degree it
stands for are far more important than
anything else his students do in college. ,

Also in his office as a message to his
players are the lines of a poem

given

me

the fundamental

is the revulsion that Georgetown stu-

precepts and ideals of (as it calls itself)
“the nation’s most active youth organ-

dents should feel toward an organization that can claim to bring D’Aubuis-

ization.”

son and his cronies here in the name

to examine

It also gave

me

a glowing

sense of school pride (or was it indigestion?) to see the names of two fellow
Georgetown students appearing in this
one issue.

by one of his past coaches:

Richard Mathias, president of GU’s

“The heights by great men reached
and kept/Were not attained by sudden

Y AF chapter, was pictured with wouldbe New York governor Lew Lehrman.

flight/But they, while their companions

Lehrman was examining of that para--

slept,/Were toiling toward it in the
night.” Coach Thompson believes in
working for a living and teaches hard
work, excellence and dedication to his

the first to discipline such actions
seriously. In the interest of justice, his

gon of jingo journalism, The Sequent,
while Rich and other Y AF-raf mugged
for the camera.
It is not hard to see how a group
that thinks like this (if cognition is
actually involved in the creation of
YAF's policy agenda) can see nothing
wrong in inviting famed death-squad
leader and Salvadoran presidential

abhorrence

candidate

to him

players.

:

He is also the last to excuse harassment and violence in basketball, and

of

violence

extends

not

Another
well-founded
principle
which Coach Thompson espouses is
that education is a laborious search for

the health

When

didn’t matter much.
The publication

The Women’s Caucus should have anticipated

not care less about

referrals

re-

life, not basketball, is an end in itself.
In his eleven years at Georgetown,
only two of 45 varsity basketball

Williams thought the only -way St.
John’s could defeat Georgetown in

and

more

viewpoint.

the forum was cancelled are’ not at
issue. Neither is freedom of speech on
campus, which was confirmed by Fr.
Healy (although he could have done it
without the theatrics of a Washington
Post article), and by the protests of
many of the students angered by YAF's

“University grounds. If the GU Women’s
Caucus wishes to accept funds from the University,it must obey its rules and prohibitions.

in a sixty-page pamphlet entitled “A Guide to
Health Services in the D.C. Area.” Five of
those pages dealt with abortion information

That word is “abortion,” which was included

a

To the Editor:

and

well.
Anyone who has watched Patrick
Ewing perform in the lane knows that
he is constantly pounded and banged
by undersized, less talented and frustrated opponents. As Thompson commented to one newspaper man, “Patrick doesn’t like to be hit in the face.”
In this respect, one recalls an unfortunate incident last season when Kevin

trouble with the booklets controversial section.
The reaction of the GU Right-to-Life Committee, however, was just as short-sighted. In
pressing the case, the group has only served to
increase the unfortunate perception that those
involved in the right-to-life movement could

America’s oldest Catholic University.

reflected

productive

Thompson

only to his team, but to other teams as

An Unhealthy Dispute

and

YAF’s “Kitty Litter” Dialogue

"constantly reminding his students that

The annual Alcohol Awareness Week is once
again upon us, and already people smirk with
knowing, condesceding smiles. The truth is

which

sponsible

Twenty-eight seniors

Curry Kirkpatrick, after years of distinguished and professional journalism,
has finally allowed his “shadow” to
obstruct his mental capacities.
Anyone associated with Coach John
Basketball Program knows that he is
not only one of the best coaches in
America today, but also that he is one
of the most, if not the most, caring of
all instructors in the nation. John
- Thompson is a great educator and a
man of just and altruistic principle. On
his desk sits a deflated basketball,

Year-Long Awareness

season

Editors’ Note:

co-signed this letter, but due to space
limitations their names are not includ-ed.
;

Madison Square Garden was to physically attack Ewing time and time again.

Roberto

D’Aubuisson

and wholly

misrepresentative

of the

Georgetown
Basketball = Program.
When the Georgetown Athletic De-

things

ever

said

about

cle.
As students of Georgetown

sity who

from

the

fact

he

yet!

I ask

you,

Ms.

“Major Blowtorch”
torture instrument?

after his favorite

Doubtless YAF will continue along
its unerring path toward the wrong
political goals, and. doubtless it will
sometimes enhance and enlighten the

political

debate

at

Georgetown

by

in inviting D’Aubuisson and his henchmen to come here.
I will put the Dialogue on Liberty

back to rest by the cat box. Unfortu:

an attempt to prevent any Salvadoran
presidential candidate from accruing
free publicity and legitimacy from a
U.S. visit. The Georgetown “Executive

departure: I think he read the newsletter, got disgusted and left for good.
Cool cat.

Chris Midura
SES ’84
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Univer-

have lived and grown

with

John Thompson's students over the
last four years, we sincerely hope that
Kirkpatrick's evident bias (perhaps it

stems

Georgetown

nately, we have no more need for the
kitty litter, as our cat has vanished.
But at least now I can explain his

a visa to enter

Georgetown

basketball, taking players’ quotes out
of context, and collating these comments into a single muckracking arti-

at

Brooker, haven't you anything better
to do with your time than worry about
bringing to GU a man nicknamed

the

was denied

partment refused to hand Kirkpatrick
a story on a silver platter but rather
asked him to work for it, Kirkpatrick
responded by gathering all the bad

and by God, D’Aubuisson will speak

United States. Don’t believe for a minute that this was the result of any great
high-mindedness on the part of the
Reagan administration; it was rather

son

standing of the actual circumstances.
Kirkpatrick’s article was degrading

get Brooker says Y AF won't be stopped,

is no reasonable excuse for its actions

very funny, that Kirkpatrick's article

to “create” a sensa-

Georgetown is.) But an indignant Brid:

invited the widely-reputed killer of
Archbishop Oscar Romero to the nation’s foremost Catholic university.
As it turned out, of course, D’Aubuis-

responsible quest for the correct solution. It is thus quite ironic, and not

tional story than to gain a true under-

conspiracy to silence them. (We all
know what a hotbed of leftist sentiment

defining right-wing extremism as a
“traditional American value.” But there

sational answer to a problem is not a

who seek more

didn’t miss out

on an opportunity to claim that they
were the victims of a wicked leftist

not hard to fathom how members of
YAF can even be proud of having

truth. Settling for the first or most sen-

epitomizes exactly the reason why
Thompson is not overly cooperative
with aggressive members of the press

to

Georgetown, along with other “leaders”
of that embattled country. It is also

of “freedom.”
Naturally, YAFfers

is a North

Carolina graduate) does not extend to
the other writers and editors of Sports
Illustrated. One SI administrator was
recently quoted as saying something
to the effect of “If Georgetown wins

the national championship, I hope we

.

A

It’s not often that The HOYA praises cooperation between the Student Association and the

being has a negative

AR

trip travel package was arranged. Fr. Healy

that each human

SE

side of his personality, or “shadow,”

We hope that such an attitude will
prevail among SI's editors.
Davie Battaglia
!
CAS 84

-

istration in the coming year.

do a feature article on skydiving”
(Washington Times, March 9). At the
beginning of our freshman year, a
feature article on Coach Thompson
and the Georgetown Basketball Program appeared prior to the 1980-81

SRT

To The Editor:
Psychologist Carl Jung hypothesized

By AST

President’s Office, the Student Association and
the Corp’s Student Travel service, a $320 round-

hopes that this is a precedent

for actions between students and the admin-

le

efforts of the

re Dr

The HOYA

to the cooperative

SI Hatchet Job Unwarranted

ene

Thanks

:

FF

option for students.

reasonable cost.

AY

Realization of this fact spurred the Corp and

LETTERSTO THE EDITOR

ETT ET

tween the Administration and student groups.
By working together they were able to double
the benefits to all students. They can have the
pleasure of watching their team compete at a

Reem

This action shows positive cooperation be-

Four.
Some of the discount travel packages proved
to be out of reach of meager student budgets.

SG

a necessity if the people were to go to the Final

Fr. Timothy Healy, S.]. to work on a cheaper

{rm

Students from Virginia, Kentucky and Hous-

ER He

costs. Further, no student could afford

to take off six days to make the coast-to-coast
drive during mid-term time; so, flying became

Mma

made GU students the envy of the Final Four.

Re

rent-a-car drive yourself option to try to cut
down

efforts, along with those of many others, have
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be

I

dome. The distance to Seattle prevents the

tion’s gymnasium, Healy apparently helped
generate alumni donations to subsidize the
costs of the travel package for students. His

Pe

in Seattle will be full of

PR

The Kingdome

cheering Hoya fans during the NCAA Final
Four this weekend. And the students who
managed to get tickets did not have to mortgage
their lives to make the trip to the West Coast.
Two years ago when the Hoyas went to the
Final Four in New Orleans, approximately\
1000 students drove the 28 hours to the Super-
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lewpoint
Todd Robinson

Bart Edes

Jesse: From the Daydream to the Mainstream
The mere mention of a Democratic
nomination attempt by the Reverend
Jesse L. Jackson sent rumblings through
both the Republican and Democrat
camps. Many wanted to laugh the
notion away saying that it was impos-

sible. Indeed, in 1984, the possibility is
highly unlikely that he will win. How-

ever, Jackson is attempting, and there
are several important reasons why he
should. His run for the nomination is
good for the Democratic party and

will be an important source for growth
in the United States in the future.
Jesse Jackson's candidacy has been

a shot in the arm to the Democratic
race. The 42-year old civil rights leader,
Baptist minster, and politician is a
more rejuvenating, more exciting conscience to the party than his former
counterpart in the race, George McGovern. For the most part, his bid for
the nomination is more symbolic and
definitely stronger than McGovern's
bid was. Jackson is only getting enough
votes to stay in’ the race, but for
thousands of other Americans. staying
in the race is extremely important.

Jackson is running to enfranchise the
disenfranchised, to clothe the naked.
and to feed the hungry. He is giving a
voice, a strong and strident voice, to

the “rainbow coalition.”

Furthermore, Jackson is one of the
single most important black leaders
since the late Reverend Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. It is no longer impossible for a black man or woman to
seek the White House. In fact, the way
has been cleared for any minority to
be a strong contender for the Oval
Office. Jesse Jackson has furthered
this cause. We are, indeed, “moving
from the statehouse to the White
House.” This is as important for blacks
and other minorities as it is for the
nation as a whole.
One of the more wonderful transitions that is taking place across the
country is the move away from viewing
Jackson as a radical black activist bent
on tearing down the system to viewing
him as a man who can clearly and
intelligently put forth his ideas and
make a run for the presidency. His
views are knowledgeable and concise.
On nuclear weapons, Jackson states,
“Nuclear war is much too costly and—
given the margin of error—much too
likely. While I support mutual and
verifiable arms reduction and would
never endanger the nation’s security
we must be willing to take some risks
for peace.”
On: Central America, Jackson says,
“we should not be supporting the

Pauli Girl Not Jail Bait

/

With these statements, and many more
Jackson has been able to stand up
against the other candidates and distinguish himself from the pack.
I would argue that the intense competition that is created is an asset. As

has been

reported

by several

Nealry 14 months ago, in an attempt to capitalize on
a nationwide sentiment and legislative action favoring a
higher drinking age, D.C. City Councilmember Charlene

Drew Jarvis (D-Ward 4) introduced Bill 5-85 to raise
the legal imbibing Timi

other

city to21.

publications, Jackson has spurred the
response of close to three million new
black voters. This will be an effective
base for the Democratic party because
they reflect votes that may help the
party. These voters should also frighten the GOP because these are the
same voters ‘that may help remove

Photo by Kevin Ciotta

the city, as well as some of the

HOYA.

Michael Maher, who served as the chief Tobbiest for the
city’s business.iinforests in his role; as 'WRBA Executive

mention local powers seemingly beyond our control —we
knew we could get students to express their opinions
against the bill. if we provided the means for them to do

just that. To facilitate this, not just on a Georgetown
official, John

of the United States and the Soviet

On January 16, 1984, Reagan called
for serious negotiations across the
board between the Governments. A
few days later in his State of the Union

to the Soviet

people to help assure that a “nuclear
war. . . must never be fought.”

What does this new, more positive

Ry
a
a

evil in the modern world.” He branded
the KAL 007 shootdown, as an “act of

barbarism born of ‘a society which
wantonly disregards individual rights

Tent 34

certainly done

the Grenada “rescue mission,” the pre-

U.S. government

of having an “out-

sident painted the island as a “Soviet

rageous

psychosis”

their share.

In tradi-

tional fashion, the Soviets responded
to the jetliner incident by accusing the
military

and

of

pursuing a “militarist course” and a
“crusade
against
socialism.”
Tass
claimed that the United States’ action
in Grenada “demonstrates its full disregard for thé accepted norms of international law and tramples into dirt the
lofty principles of the U.N. Charter.”
Reagan's recent appeal for renewed
talks with Moscow are, according to
Tass, “peace-making tricks.”
Between two countries, linguistic

TR

RT

TR Re

A

ATEre

Jim Philliou

piece in The Washington Post (reprinted in last week's HOY A), the Young
“Americans for Freedom forum on El
Salvador was in fact cancelled by the
university administration. It was cancelled in a manner which too many
events are cancelled on this campus—
a political decision is concealed by ad-

ministrative excuses. The cancellation
of the event was probably based on the
prospect of the bad publicity which

this university would

—

misleading

have

received

for playing host to our fascist friend
D’Aubuisson.
Rather than risk the hostility of
campus conservatives, Fr. Healy attempted to use our legitimate protest

as an excuse to cancel the event. This

Tr

my

is where the issue of free speech
becomes relevant. It was not our action
which resulted in the cancellation of

the event; rather, it was the action of
the administration in assessing YAF
the extra security costs which cancelled
the event. Thus, the opposition is not
so much between our right to protest
and YAFs right to present its point of
view as it is between the right of
students to express themselves politically and the desire of the AdministraJim Philliou, a senior history major in
the College, is a member of the Progressive Student Coalition.

Age Discrimination (AAAD).

that

The

“deeds,

not words”

campuses;:especially at GU; where. thé SG LAC and
numerous student volunteers drove the campaign home.
By the time of the ‘hearing, a
th-long campaign to
produce over 500 letters from?GU
students was completed as was a phone. lobbying effort based in the SG
office a few days prior to the important date.

op-

spective on life shared by millions of

would matter little. However, Reagan's

petition-signing effort which significantly influenced at

free speech than I can discuss in one
article.
In 1981 an anniversary celebration
of the Democratic Front for the Liberation of Palestine was cancelled be-

Americans.
It is past and present university
policy that no one may disseminate
birth control information on campus.
If this sounds too absurd to be true, try
and reserve a table and distribute the
information. You will be stopped in a
matter of minutes. It seems that a free
mind would have nothing to fear from
the mere presence of information expressing a certain position on such an
important issue.
In conclusion, we call on The

least one Committee member and which put Georgetown area Councilmember Wilson between a rock and
a hard place with the local residents on one side
supporting a drinking-age hike and vocal business and
student constituencies on the other opposing one. He
soon did the politicaly safest thing he could do under
the circumstancers— nothing. When the bill's prime
co-sponsor began promising to stop pushing the bill the
nails began to go into the coffin.

cause the Administration deemed them

HOYA,

a “terrorist organization.” I do not
recall Fr. Healy relating his anguished
decision on the pages of the Washington Post. 1 do not recall him insisting
that the university remain an open
forum. I do not recall the HOYA
wondering if the decision set a dangerous precedent for free speech on
campus. All I remember is that the
event was cancelled because of the
content of the views being expressed.
The Administration has also refused
to allow gay students to organize on
campus and receive treatment like any
other student group. The abstract idea
of Catholic standards has been invoked
to disguise this injustice. It would seem
that an open forum could certainly

Young Americans for Freedom to be
consistent. If you support free speech,
support it every time. If you believe
that the process by which the YAF
event was cancelled is unjust, work as
students to change the rule whereby
prohibitive security costs can ground
any event which the administration

loose talk about a “limited nuclear
war” in 1981 encountered sharp rebuke
in Western Europe, prompting him to
reiterate later the now famous “nuclear war cannot be won and must never
be fought.” Words do matter—if not
to the Soviets, who say they prefer
deeds, than to our image abroad, especially to West Europeans. Calling
the Soviets names (“bandits” and the
“force of evil”) is a poor way to act, let
alone negotiate.
Reagan’s recent conciliatory tone
unlikely indicates a change in his
attitude. In an interview with the Washington Post, the President defended
his earlier use of strong rhetoric about
the Soviets, saying, “I thought it was
necessary for them to know that we
were looking at them realistically from
here.” He said he would not go around
“repeating some things,” but he made
no apology for his language.
No, Reagan’s softened lingo of late
does not represent a changed attitude
nor will it hurt Soviet-American relations (it could even help them.) It does
tell us, however, what Reagan wants—
re-election.

opposes the cancellation of the event
on grounds of free speech, then the
issue of free speech must be discussed

in both

a general

and

a concrete

manner. Unfortunately, in my three
and one half years at GU, I have wit-

nessed more violations of the right of

the

Administration

does not want on campus.

and

the

«

We support the idea that the university should provide security for campus

events at no cost to student groups.
Either it is our university and we have
the right to express ourselves
administrative obstacles or we
have an open forum. Either
have a right to free Speech «on
or no one does.

without
do not
we all
campus

As

it turns ‘out, it was

college ‘letter writing/

Although a few pro-21 speakers testified at the public

the media was given a great boost as numerous television
and radio: programs broadcast ‘portions of student
testimonyand invited AAAD lobbyists to participate in
televised public discussion forums and radio talk shows.

Although Bill 5-85 ¢an technically still come up for a

Committee and subsequent full Council vote, it probably will not before the summer adjournment automatically kills. it. Even if it is voted on, its: chances
of passage

are

poor.

Although

many

actors

figured

prominantly in‘what appears to be the demise of the
Bill 5-85, it is all the students who took the time to say
“NO” to a discriminatory, short-sighted proposal who
occupied center stage.

-

Bart Edes, a senior Government major in the College of
Arts and Sciences, is the Georgetown Chairman of the
Association Against Age Discrimination.

Wendy M. Koch is a graduate student in the School of Foreign Service.

Would you consider going to Seattle to watch the Hoyas if we were given days off ?
compiled by Bridget Brooker and Jim Caulfield
As an avid basketball fan and a

Yes, if I had the money, why not??

Charles Bedford
SFS 87

true-blue

Hoya,

I greatly

respect

and admire the basketball program.
Their defense is quite awesome,
their talent deep, and their spirit
representative of the Georgetown
community. I love experiencing
their game and I'd give my right

arm to be there.

consider it.

Richard Mathias
SES 85

David Matthews
SES 87

Joe Boghossian
SFS ‘86

the

hearing, it was the STOP 5-85 supporters who dominated
the hearing. The press seemed to agree with the points
students and others drove home against the bill. The
anti-21 year-old drinking age view so often ignored by

only stay at an expensive hotel. I
like the idea that they're. getting a
chartered plane so that students
can go together... .Yes, I would

the “Final Four.”

.
7

In the two or three weeks before the hearing date in
November, a major push took place on séveral of the

In either scenario, Reagan’s deeds
would carry more weight than his
words. Hence his conciliatory tone

to control the content of political
on campus.
the University is an open forum as
Healy claims, and if the HOYA

!

from Student Government Presidents and Representatives.

didn't like the fact that you could

should show school spirit and be
really proud of our team for making

at

more petition/signatures which were sent to individual
Councilmembers. especially to those serving on the
Consumer and Regulatory Affairs Committee considering the bill. Aiding the cause was material and factual
support from the’ United’ States’ Student’ Aséociation,a
reomplementary cover Story in: the weekly Washington
Tribune, and favorable coverage in the campus press.
Added to the mail bags at the District Building were
resolutions from student assemblies and personal letters

ponent.

Yes, I think I would. I looked at
the prices that were listed. The
prices seemed to be reasonable. I

should get motivated. I think we

start

give equal treatment to a student
organization which represents a per-

tion
life
If
Fr.

Campus Opinion/Q:

If I had the money, I would definitely go becuase I think the school

the

The STOP. 5.85; student campaign
in depeiited on close
to 2,000 (mostly form) letters and several thousand

from

tougher

at

worth.

‘may realize. that

a

one

American and Catholic Universities and Trinity College.
By October, the GU SG Legislative
Action Council was
rallying students, on the dilltop:xe
ut in their two cents

Reagan means business. Then two
possibilities emerge: Moscow could
try to stop a Reagan re-election by
denying him a break-through in arms
control negotiations. Or, thinking that
Reagan’s presidential bid is unstoppable, the Soviets could decide to

prove

uphill

myself prodded student leaders to action, especially at

penditure, missile deployment in Wes-

could

an

struck well-publicized victories in

in earnest, however, until the Fall ‘83. Lobbying efforts
began to sprout on other campuses as McShea and

tern’ Europe, use of force in Grenada

Reagan

was

forces had

neighboring Maryland and Virginia. Nonetheless, at
GU, a Spring '83 dorm-to-dorm letter writing/petitionsigning/DC Voter Registration campaign was headed
up by Kent Plunkett.
The real D.C.-wide student push did net really begin

Washington. If in fact Moscow looks
at the deeds—increased defense ex-

and: Lebanon —it

campaign

Pro-21

negotiate now while Reagan still needs
to carry public favor. After re-election,

Where's the Open Forum, Fr. Healy?
to Fr. Healy's

remarked

The Soviets, never failing to accuse
the U.S. government of spreading
propaganda and lies, have repeatedly

demanded
Cuban colony being readied as a major
military bastion to export terror and
undermine democracy.” He claimed,
"We got there just in time.”
Of course, Reagan has not been the
only saber-rattler. The Soviets haye

and the value of human life and seeks
constantly to expand and dominate
other nations.” Reassuring us about

Contrary

Deane,

“Russian is a more precise language
than English and that it (is) more
likely to have a word to express each
different shade of meaning.” American-Soviet negotiations on arms control stumbled at times over definitions.
The Russian vocabulary then lacked
an equivalent term for “assured destruction,” a fundamental of American
strategic thinking. Similarly, the Soviets
found qualms with the American term
“agreed data base.”

Union “share common bonds and interests.” This remark, as well as other
recent ones, have struck a conciliatory
note towards the Soviets, in marked
contrast to previous harsh language,

portrayed the Soviets as “the force of

level, but city-wide, we organized the umbrella D.C.
inter-campus coalition known as the Association Against

barriers are inevitable. An American

In, ‘nis most recent radio broadcast,
President Reagan said that the peoples

tone bode for Soviet-American relations? Does it reflect a different Ronald
Reagan? Or a campaigning one?
In earlier statements, Reagan has

x

In a Harbin dorm oom in February 1983. the aspiring
SG President/Vice resident
ticket of Len Schoppa
and Kathy McShea
and. ‘myself ¢ inferred on the issue
and decided to do semething bout. it. Although the
nation-sweeping eniotional tide was against us—not to

Speaks Softly, No Big Stick

he appealed

eagerly

Restaurant and Beverage Association (WRBA). Tavern
owners in the city were not too psyched about legislation
which would eliminate over half of the clientele in
some establishments. Without a doubt, it is the muscle
of this group. and its active coalition-building efforts in
the STOP 5-85 movement which helped put the proposal
where it is now —at the bottom of the IN basket.
Interestingly, it is a former Georgetown student,

Wendy M.Koch

Address,

streets,
”

Within a day of the bill's introduction, opposition
emerged in the form of the influential Washington

Director. -

Act is the primary issue of 1984 be-

hést— Georgetown.

partiers spilling onto residential side
affixed his name to the Jarvis bill.

Democratic National Convention.

cause it is the key to empowerment.”

nd. wine in the capital

Wilson, under pressure to “do something” about the
chaotic M Street bar scene which each weekend sends

key state and local offices.
All across America, the poor (predominately black), the elderly, and
others have been feeling a new spirit.
It is not the spirit of particularly new
ideas, but one encompassing hope and
a challenge to grow. Jesse Jackson has
helped to lead the way in each of these
endeavors. By all accounts he can and
should lead them all the way to the

Todd Robinson, a junior International
Affairs Major in the School of Foreign
Service, is an Associate Editor of The

for beer

“43

Rushing to co- SponsSr the? po posed legislation was
John A. Wilson, the
1
r representing Ward
2, an area which includes som
the poorest parts of

Ronald Reagan from office, and at the
very least, remove Republicans from

landed gentry and the church in El
Salvador. We should not be trying to
covertly overthrow the government in
Nicaragua.” Jackson speaks well on
national issues also. On the 1965 Voting
Rights Act, Jackson observes, “Democrats are violating the law, and a
Republican administration is refusing
to enforce the law. Compliance with
and enforcement of the Voting Rights

|

No, because
other things [
to museums,
Furthermore,
doesn’t really

there are too
would rather
catch up on
the basketball
interest me.

many
do: go
work.
scene

Kate Green
SES 87

Definitely. It really doesn’t matter

No, I wouldn't because I can't
afford it and because there are

if we get days off or not. If it
weren't for crew, I'd be in Seattle.
There may not be another chance

things in Washington I'd rather do.
I'm not a true Hoya in the sense
that I haven't followed the basketball games very closely.

for the Hoyas to be in the “Final
Four,” so I wish I could go this
time.

Sergei Boissier
NS SLL

Debbie Rosenberg
SBA 86
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~ Mr. Anti-Establishment Turns Mr. Georgetown
pt

®

4

Re

b

a

Bart Edes, Georgetown’s last-

ever Student Senate President, graduates from Georgetown two months
from now, he will be leaving a school
which has’ changed noticeably during

his four years. What sets Edes apart is
that he has been a driving foree behind
some of the most important of those
changes.
WROX, the Credit Union, and the
new Student Association (formerly
Student Government) all owe Edes
much of the thanks for their existence;
the Voice and the Center Cafe have
" benefitted from his services, and the
Pub still sells immense amounts of

ate in October of his freshman year

several people who have gotten inter-

However, few would have predicted
all this in Edes’ first semester at

(he

Georgetown.

“After

views and jobs just by working at the
Credit Union.”
:
Edes spoke at greatest length about
the organization on which he has
probably left the most indelible mark,
Student Government. His main incentive for his work was “frustration in
seeing the way thing were, and an

One

of

his

classmates

lost

by

a

narrow

margin),

he

considers most of that year a waste.
my

freshman

year,

I found

said that when Edes arrived, he was
“Mr. Anti-Establishment,” but that now

myself wasting a lot of time, that there
were a lot of things I could get involved

he is “Mr.
why did this
Edes says
ment might

in, a lot of things that interested me. I
tried writing for the Voice, and doing
some flyer work for the Entertainment

Georgetown.” How and
transformation occur?
that Mr. Anti-Establishbe an overstatement. He

Commission.”
In his sophomore year, he became a

explains, “I was just a student from out
of town

(from Phoenix)

who

was re-

belling against a repressive high school.
I had this perception of college being
a little crazy . .. I had never heard the
word preppy before I came here, so it
was a minor culture shock.”

SPRING INTO A
PART-TIME JOB!

|

there that his real campus activism
began. He says, “I started taking a
keener interest in what was happening
with University affairs, what was happening with the student body... (for
called ‘censorship board’—the Publications Review Board which I thought
was inappropriate.”
Thus, in the spring of his sophomore
time he won.
Looking back at the various changes

is accepting applications for the
following positions:

>

Ave.

NW

Equal Opportunity Employer

M/F/H/V

1984 HOMECOMING
L.LOGO CONTEST

—

Photo

by Kevin

Ciotta

Bart Edes, a record of dedication to
his fellow students
2

tion for work in the outside community, and the Big Brother-Big Sister program

started

by Jeanne

Bellwoar

for

on-campus work, as examples of some
students fulfilling the needs of other
people.

three.

concerned

(please use the employee entrance).

decision to build the new student cen-

plant

additions,

there

has

also

been

with

their future careers

;

For an example, Edes cites the recent

As for himself, Edes says that there
is not one most important or satisfying
activity he has been involved with, but

> school is becoming more diverse.”
Second, there is an ongoing attitude
change in which the students are more

~ Apply in person Monday thru Thursday, 12-6 p.m. at

enough.

in Georgetown since he has been here,
Edes notes that outside of those already
mentioned and the obvious physical
two others. First, “As far as the students
are concerned, they are coming from
more parts of the country, and the

PT/PM Hosts/Hostesses $6.40/hr
PT Banquet Aides $6.30/hr
ON CALL Banquet Servers $3.65/hr + gratuities)
PT/PM Room Service Personnel $3.65/hr: grotuities)
Waiters/Waitresses $3.65/hr- tips)’

made.” Key to that understanding is
the belief that students should have a
large say in making that difference, a
say which is not granted them often

on campus, and he became Editor of
the Op-Ed page of the Voice. It was

example) the introduction of the so-

The new
J. W. Marriott Hotel at National Place

understanding that a difference can be

prime mover behind the successful
push to get a student-run radio station

year, he again ran for Senate, and this

41331 Pennsyivania

more, Credit Union experience is a big
plus for seniors hunting jobs. “I know

First, he lists WROX,

but not

ter at Kober-Cogan instead of at the
O'Gara site. “It was obscene—just
blatantly obscene. From what I understand, Father Healy and his cabinet
made the decision to move it from
O’Gara to Kober-Cogan.
“It would have been nice to have a
student there, either the Student Gov-

President

town, though, was “learning a lot about

to be there

also putting in

input on behalf of the students. We
wouldn't have a university without
students. We couldn’t have a Univer-

er representation) takes students who

by John Crabb

are dedicated, who make the time to

HOYA

Edes

stresses the station’s potential for expansion, and also its benefits for those
who work there.
“It has given a few of the graduates
...jobs in broadcasting,” he says.

Center

without

ment at Georgetown, so this is one
option for people... to learn a little.

key words here.”

that they could be helping out.” Edes
listed the Community Action Coali-

as a member of the Board of Directors.
He downplayed his involvement, crediting Kyle Stevenson and Alyce Russo
with most of its success. “It’s such a
worthwhile organization, 1 have nothing but good things to say about it.”

sure

students,

that students

have

address and phone

I

a say.

He believes that the Student Gov-

about the radio industry.”
has high praise for the

ernment (or Student Association as it

student Credit Union, which he served

is now known), has made important
strides in the last few years and holds
promise for the future. “This year (in
the elections) we had the largest turn-

Next, Edes

He adds that down the line it has the
“potential to loan students money . . . at
better terms than a bank.” Further-

out

in ten years.

In the rain, nearly

half the student body voted. I think
that’s significant in that you're changing
course. When I came here Student
Government was a shambles, a joke.
“I feel proudest about my accom-

d ¥ :

Staff Writer

¥

The Student Association held its
fourth meeting Sunday, March 25. The
meeting dealt with the appointment of
Jim Valentino (SBA ‘85) to the University Center Committee and the discus| sion of a S.A.-sponsored event on April
6, with the main order of business the
consideration of the new SAC budget.
The new SAC budget was unanimously approved after a short discussion and the addition of several amend-

ments. The resolution on the budget
‘had feur amendments, including the
requirement that the SAC report to
GUSA on “its actions as soon as possible.” It was decided not to impose a
specific deadline because a new SAC
could come into office possibly as soon
as next week. GUSA decided to allow
the new SAC members to familiarize
requiring a report.
Before considering the SAC budget,
GUSA voted on the appointment of
Jim Valentino to the University Center
Committee. As a member of the Corp.,
in the new Student Center. The Corp’s
major concern regards their allotment
of space in the center, but Valentino

also said that the role of the Corp will
change somewhat

in its new location.

“We won't be serving munchies to the
guy headed for a late night at Lauinger,”
said Valentino. He also said that the
Corp will “change from students serving students

with entry.

to students

serving

the

Georgetown Community.” Lastly, Valentino answered several questions from
the student

senators.

He

denied

that

the Corp had any “take-over ambitions”
directed at the Pub or the Cafe. Valentino’s apointment was then unanimously approved.
Next GUSA President Paul Evert
(SES ‘86) suggested that GUSA sponsor
an event on April 6. The proposal was

FINAL FOUREDITION

Arun)

Mle

Weiler. Yolometasinninlovimmndt
lon.

approved. The specifics of the event
have not been finalized, but it will be

held in the East Campus Courtyard and

a committee of six senators was select-

ed to plan and organize the event.

GOOD LUC

HOYAS
ideas with foreign

professors.

This

students and

week's

focus:

Northern Africa Wed., April
4:00-5:30 p.m., 550 ICC.

4,

Anyone
MICHAEL

GUITAR FOR SALE—Les
Paul
copy. Mint Condition. Asking
$225. Negotiable. Call David
944-1612.
SPRING

to

campus

FEVER—CATCH

near

SMITH,
OR

SAM

you

SUBLETS

NEEDED—

For out-of-town law students who
will be working for a law firm
near DuPont Circle. if you have
summer sublet, please call Ms.
Wolcott (826-2621).

IT! April

27, 28, and 29.
RESEARCH

DEAN

JORDAN,

PERKINS this weekend?
SUMMER

Coming

seen

PARTICIPANTS:

QUICK CASH! Women students
needed to help us test instructions for some simple tasks. Five
dollars, 30 minutes. In Georgetown. Call Mr. Dory, American
Institutes for Research,
3425011, weekdays.
WANTED: Student with enthusiasm; quick mind and a positive
attitude to assist with major
fundraising effort for academic
institution. Must be' available to
work minimum of 2 nights per
week. 6 p.m.-10:30 p.m. You'll

ACE TYPING
AND
CESSING SERVICE.

WORD
PROFrom $2.00/

double spaced page. SAME DAY
AND WORD PROCESSING rate
higher. 2025 | Street, NW (GU
area), Suite 105. Call 466-8973.
FREE

AND

CONFIDENTIAL

preg-

nancy testing and counseling.
The Northwest Center Inc., 2450
Pennsylvania Ave., NW, 8229787.
NEED CASH? Earn $500+ each
school year, 2-4 (flexible) hours

per

week

placing

and

filling

posters
on campus.
Serious
workers only. We give recommendations. 1-800-243-6679.

needed for an extremely busy
retail shop in Georgetown. Must
be energetic, flexible, and have
some
sales experience.
Call

261-8244. Non-smokers only. ’
FOR EXPERT WORD-PROCESSED
cover letters, resumes, term papers, and theses, call OFFICE
DOCTOR,
INC. New Service!
French language word processing. Fast, professional, and reasonably
priced service. 2239439.
PROFESSIONAL

TYPING.

Rush

Service. Proofreading for accuracy. Free
information
331-8858, 293-5660.

pack.
Rn
~

and exchange

SALESPERSON

EXPERT TYPING:
Professional
secretaries with legal and medical
(psychiatric)
experience.

\\L LAAT

meet

PART-TIME

Long experience in editing and
proofreading papers for under- |
graduate and graduate students.
IBM
Selectric. $1.50 doublespaced page. Mrs. Rhodes, 3632553.
Career Decision Making Seminar:
Fri. April 6
7:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
Sat. April 7 9:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Sat. April 14 10:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Sign up at CP&P—3rd Maguire

0K

and

earn $3.50/hr. with a potential to
receive up to $5.00/hr. along
with bonuses and incentives.
Maryland area 530-1191.

RN

Come

INTERNATIONAL
COFFEE
HOUR:

§

Valentino will represent their interests

— Entry may be an individual or group effort.
PRIZE TO BE AWARDED BY MAY 15, 1984

OFFICE
OF
PROGRAMS

igh

themselves with the situation before...

than TWO

number

and

Persistence and badgering are the two

COLORS (for printing purposes).
ENTRY should be turned in NO LATER than April 30,
1984 to KATE RIAHI at the G.U. ALUMNI HOUSE.
name,

AR

Approve

Instead,

-j

to make” a

sity

listeners.

— Entry should be printed on WHITE paper or posterboard and should NOT exceed 3’x2’.

— Include

of people

don’t think the role of students was
great enough in the final decision of
the location of the center.
Of course, he adds, “It (getting prop-

campus

make

consist of no more

potential

mainly because of its present service

WORK.

should

the

difference.”

to

Entry should include an original THEME for
HOMECOMING ’84 with a SLOGAN and ART-

ARTWORK

:

on the Unviersity Center Committee
appointed by the Student Government

ernment President or a representative

“There’s no communications depart-

$50 PRIZE

private sector.”

Edes says it may sound trite, but
Georgetown “has given me an education in life. Georgetown has helped
me mature a lot. I still have a lot more
to do.” More important than anything
else for Edes in his years at George-

than before. He says, “Pre-professionalism at Georgetown has taken a
strong root. It’s sad to an extent, because when people do that they don’t
look around them. There is so much
going on, so many needs around them

(October 19-21)

plishments here, having the opportunity to make a small difference, helping
improve life a little bit.” He immediately went on to give outgoing Student
Government President Flip Casper
much of the credit for Student Government’s new image, and said the
new constitution should help make the
Student Association even stronger.
“I see the new constitution as recognizing the role of Student Government and at the same time it is clearly
delineated that there are specific responsibilities for people who are serving as delegates.”
With all of ‘these accomplishments
behind him, what does Edes’ future
hold? He plans to either go to graduate
school to earn a Master's degree in
Public Policy Studies or to get a job
which will help his ambition of “eventually becoming involved in making
policy decisions in either the public or

ae
eR CL

When

Editor

Although Edes did hint at things to
come by running for the Student Sen-

age”

I TAA

HOY A Contributing

against the infamous “drinking
bill in the D.C. City Council.

ST

beer due in large part to Edes’ fight

by Quin Hillyer

Fr

2%
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Hoya Spirit Do You Have It?
do you know? Sure, the school colors

are blue and gray— but how did we get
them? What's the name of our mascot?

And finally, how does a student at
Georgetown effectively respond to the
query, “What is a Hoya?”

Well

with

Hoya

fever

blazing

on

campus. this week, and the national
basketball championship only two wins

away, we at The HOYA
now

might

be

review some

the

thought that

perfect

time

to

essential Hilltop tradi-

tions. So, brush up and Hoya Saxa!!

It has been suggested that the best
way to answer the question often posed

by hostile and uninformed opposing
fans, “What the hell is a Hoya?” is to
turn and yell back to them, “Your
future employer!!” However a more
informed and reasoned approach to
the problem can be found in the
sidebar to the far right.
The colors blue and gray not only
look great together, they are actually
quite significant and have an interesting
history. During the Civil War many
Georgetown students were called to

~~

them “hoia saxa’ — what rocks!

’

Although nobody seems to know exactly when and
under what circumstances the term Hoya Saxa was first
used at Georgetown, there seems to be very little doubt
about the derivation of the words. "Hoya" is from the
Greek word “hoios,"” meaning ‘such a" or “what a." The
Neuter plural of this word is “hoia” which agrees with
the neuter plural of the Latin word ‘“saxa,” _meaning
rocks; thus we have “hoya, " substituting “Y" for “I.”

Every self-respecting Hoya knows
that our mascot is named Jack. And

Courtesy

for the benefit of those too long in
Lauinger, he’s a bulldog. It may look
like the one used by the University of
Georgia, but we've got the dibs.

been so long since last we met,
down forever, lie down,
have you any money to bet,
down forever, lie down.

We've heard those loyal fellows up at Yale

of

Brag and boast about their Boola-boola:
We've heard the Navy yell;

We've listened to Cornell;
We've heard the sons of Harvard tell
How Crimson lines can hold them.

There goes old Georgetown,
Straight for a rebound,
See how they gain ground,
Lie down forever, lie down,
Lie down forever, lie down.
Rah, rah, rah! Hoorah for Georgetown!
Cheer for victory today!

‘Ere the sun has sunk to rest
In the cradle of the West
"In clouds we'll proudly float the
Blue and Gray.

Choo-choo, rah, rah, dear old Holy Cross,
The proud old Princeton Tiger is never at a
loss,
But the yell of all the yells,
The yell that saves the day,
Is the "THOYA-HOYA-SAXA” of the dear
old Blue and Gray!
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A CONTEST YOU CAN WIN
YES IT’S TRUE! Temps & Co. is sponsoring a contest for new applicants. You can

win a trip to Acapulco for two (4 days/3 nights), including hotel, airfare and $100 in
spending money.

TEMPS & CO. is recruiting 20 new word processors, secretaries and typists in the
month of April. We're offering this contest to attract new temporaries. We plan to-keep
our temporaries by guaranteeing work, offering competitive benefits and the BEST

RATES in Washington. In fact Temps & Co. will pay $100 if you can find any service
that pays more than we do! Temps & Co. has a congenial, professional staff who will
take a personal interest in your work requirements. We promise to make a special
effort to accommodate the academic schedules of students and faculty at Georgetown

University!
To be eligible:

WORK ONE DAY
a. Register and work one day (7 hours) between now and Friday; April 20th.

b. Bring in a copy of this ad with you when you register.

In the Exciting
Hamptons

$2,000 or more while

attending Summer ’84
at Southampton

IN A LOW COST CAMPUS
RESIDENCE HALL
412 Credits in 10 Weeks:
(TWO 5-WEEK TERMS:
June 18- July 20

July 23- August 24)

Choose from more than 60 undergraduate
courses in the Arts, Business, Humanities and
Social Sciences, All the Sciences (including

Or:

REFER A TEMPORARY

Marine Sciences), Computer Studies, English
and Communications Arts, Education.

a. Refer someone you know to register and work one day between now and Friday,

April 20th.

Early Registrants will be aided

h. Be sure your referral mentions your name and this contest when they register.
additional referral earns an additional chance for you to win!

For the Southampton Summer

‘84 Bulletin

telephone (516) 283-4000

or mail coupon

2

today for details and an appointment.

Southampton Campus

An Eaual Opportunity /
Affirmative Action Institution

Please send me the Southampton Summer ‘84 Bulletin

Washington

My

area of Interest is

NAME

ADDRESS
TEL. (

CITY/STATE/ZIP’

)

P=

re

463-8686

Long Island University

Southampton, New York 11968

5 En ED En an En 0 =

N.Y. State)

SUMMER OFFICE

Se a.

Temps&Co.

212-895-38 8

by the

College’s Summer Job Placement Service.

BOTH YOU AND YOUR REFERRAL will be entered in the contest. Each

3645-6311

Unlimited
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. CALL MS. TOWNE

of Hoyas

FOR A PERFECT SUMMER
OF COLLEGE STUDY

"Acapulco for two"

r Georgetown Fight Song
It's
Lie
Or
Lie

Many years ago there was a team at Georgetown
called the “'Stonewalls," and it is suggested that a student applied the Greek and Latin terms and dubbed

fight for their respective regioh, both
Union and Confederate. It was after
this great national tragedy that the
official school colors were chosen. The
blue and the gray symbolize the union
of both North and South in one great
nation.

hbecearseneneeseea-men

How many verses of the fight song

\

What’s a Hoya?

INTRODUCING

PREMIUM FUEL FOR HIGH-PERFORMANCE
MACHINES.

“I'd rather be at
Chadwicks.”

Catch Tuesday night fever every week at
Chadwicks—Georgetown’s
liveliest meeting place.
Dance the evening

Georgetown
3205 K St., NW.
Washington
333-2565

away to the hottest hits played by our live DJ.
And cool off with icy cold
Heinekens specially priced
at just $1.50 each.

Old Town
203 Strand St.
Alexandria ® 836-4442

Friendship Heights
5247 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington e 362-8040

AN——

Help Wanted for 1984 Alumni Reunion

The New EXCE hy Athletic Nutritional System. The first complete
sports nutrition program for maximum athletic performance.
For maximum muscle development—EXCEL"
Nutritional Beverage.

without the digestive problems
caused by bulky starch foods.

portions to develop maximum lean

Gives your body the supplementary
nutrients it needs in the correct probody mass. It's fortified with protein,
carbohydrates, vitamins and min-

EXCEL is fortified with vitamins
and minerals. And it may increase

erals and comes in 3 great-tasting

enhance endurance 33% for longer

flavors. It's effective as a pre-game,
high energy meal that empties from

‘perfermance.

your stomach fast, so there's no full,

muscle glycogen up to 46% and

interview.

|
1

Migh-Carbohydrate

STORE COUPON

The Alumni Association needs students
to work at the 1984 Alumni Reunion, June
1-3. Join the fun while being paid $4. 25
an hour! Please call Wendy Williams at
625-6123 for more information and an

Sourca

|
|
|

SAVE 25¢

SAVE 25¢ on

|
|
|

For prompt payment.

EXcTeL Nutritional Beverage

send this coupon to

To the Dealer

Ross Laboratories, P.O. Box 1540 Clinton, IOWA 52734
You

will be

sent

25¢

customer offer hereon.

plus

7¢ handing

in accordance

Invoices proving purchase of sufficient

This

High-Carbohy

drate Source Cash value 120 of le Consumer must pay any
sales tax. Coupon vod if use prohibited, restncted or taxed
Offer expires December

20074

31, 1984

100879

customer

|

offer hereon.

Invoices

proving

purchase

To the Dealer

of sufficient

Stock to cover coupons submitted must be shown on request.
coupon
age C

Coupon

This

1s good only on the purchase of EXCEL Nutntional Bevervalue 120 of 1¢. Consumer must pay any sales tax

voidif use prohibited, restricted
or taxed
Offer expires December

70074

31, 1984.

100887

2 S¢on

Fluid Replacement

For prompt payment. send this coupon to

Ross Laboratories, P.O. Box 1540 Clinton, IOWA 52734
You will be sent 25¢ plus 7¢ handling in accordance with our

with our

Stock to cover coupons submitted must be shown on request.

coupon is good only on the purchase of EXCEL

SAVE

Excel Energy Drink!

on of 2 cans of

EXTeL High-Carbohydrate Source
To the Dealer

STORE COUPON

cramped feeling.

To keep you going 24 minutes
longer—EXCEL" Fluid
Replacement& Energy Drink
Quenches thirst and replaces the
fluids and minerals your body loses
during physical activity. EXCEL is
consistent with the recommendations of the American College of
Sports Medicine—and because it
contains no sugar, you get fluids
faster. EXCEL empties from the
stomach as fast as water, provides
energy and delays exhaustion on average 24 minutes longer than water.

STORE COUPON

For 33% more endurance—
EXCEL™ High-Carbohydrate
Source.
All the carbohydrates your body
needs for all high intensity sports—

|

For prompt payment, send this coupon to

|

Ross Laboratories. P.O. Box 1540 Clinton, IOWA 52734
You will be sent 25¢ plus 7¢ handing in accordance with our
customer offer hereon. invoices proving purchase of sufficient
stock to cover coupons submitted must be shown on oguast
ri
This
coupon is good only on the purchase of EXCEL roro Do nk. Fluid
Replacement. Cash value 120 of 1¢. Consumer must pay any
sales tax. Coupon vordif use prohibited. restncted or taxed.
Offer expires December 31, 1984.

Available at Giant Pharmacies

70074

100895
B381/4820

|
|

|
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March 8, 1975.
When Derrick Jackson sank a 22-foot jump shot
at the buzzer to upset West Virginia, 62-61, the
Hoyas entered their first NCAA tournament in 32
years. Basketball “experts” asked: “Georgetown
who???”

| Cages Take
ECAC

62.61

They aren't asking “Georgetown who’ anymore.
Because today, with one of the smallest enrollments of any NCAA top 20 team, GU is at the top
of the list. And tomorrow, John Thompson's squad
will try to earn a spot at the National Championship
against the basketball dynasty that is the University of Kentucky.
From Ryan Gymnasium to the Capital Centre,
the tradition of Georgetown Basketball has been
captured on the pages of The HOYA, your studentrun, student-operated newspaper since 1920. And
on behalf of the entire staff, we wish the Blue and
Gray the best of luck in Seattle, Washington this
weekend.
:
The HOYA is pleased to provide our readers
with this special Final Four Issue. ..and be rest
assured we'll have something big next week for
our returning Hoyas.
And if March 7, 1975 is a turning point for GU
Basketball,
we hope that April 2, 1984 will be an
even bigger day—the day Georgetown University
is Number One.
‘Hoya Saxa.

GO FOR IT,
GEORGETOWN!

|

From
The 11OYA

IN ANY LANGUAGE . .

Co ngratulations on
‘Making

THE HOYAS
ARE THE GREATEST
GOOD LUCK FROM THE

The Final Four!

DEAN, FACULTY, AND
STAFF FROM THE

Photo by Kevin Ciotta

—from the G.U. Bookstore

School of Languages

and Linguistics
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“Great Minds are Nourished

by Great Foods”

Service of Quality

Best of Luck

in the Final Four
A SERVICE

OF

Marriott
corporation

ii.
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1984 WESTERN REGIONAL CHAMPIONS

Photo

courtesy

of Sports

Information

GO HOYAS!
~ You have the

Photo by Jim Crean

Congratulations
fo the

|| Hoyas on making it to the

“Right Stuff”

taal four
_ from Financial Affairs

Sehr of Nursing

Kentucky’s got the Towers
hi
and
Houston’s got the Dream

i

DU

The HOYAS’ got the Power

and.

ye

| The HOYAS’ got the Team
GOOD

LUCK HOYAS !!!

THE GEORGETOWN

UNIVERSITY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

Cap

xX
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Arts

To

claim

Assistant Arts Editor

to know

exactly

what

Tennessee Williams had in mind when
he wrote Camino Real is quite a boast,

and probably one to be taken with a
grain of salt. The surrealistic play takes
place in a dream of Don Quixote and

is comprised of other equally exotic
characters and occurences. However,
one

thing

is for

certain,

the

Studio

Theater's production of Camino Real,
under the direction of Joy Zinoman,
must be somewhat off base of William's

intentions.
As the play progresses down the 16
blocks (scenes) of the Camino Real

(the Royal or the Real Way, depending
on how you look at it), we are introduced to the various characters, rang-

ing from the gypsy family to Lord
Byron and even to Kilroy, of “Kilroy is
coming” fame. It contains many of
Williams® typical misfit characters,
some better able to adapt to the cold
and uncaring world than others: the
cruel, animalistic types, the ladies lost
in a bygone era, and the dreamers.

This play is for the dreamers, the
ones who wander through the Camino
Real searching for love and happiness,
yet finding only an insensitive nightmare. Unfortunately, under Joy Zino-

r

Arena Stage:

Of course, most of us will be watching the Hoyas in
the Final Four, but for those of us watching from our
television sets and not in Seattle, here are some of our
suggestions to round out the weekend and upcoming
week. |

man’s direction the play becomes
instead an attempt at farcical and
slapstick style humor, which though
successful at getting laughs, takes away
from the beauty of this struggle.
Perhaps the best example of this
senseless slapstick was having (Esmerelda (Gretchen Weihe) break into Lionel Ritchie’s “All Night Long,” and into “Earth Angel” at another point, poor
and unnecessary alterations of the
original script.
In spite of such modifications, the
strengths of the performance lie in

Art Galleries:

with

Music:
(466-5111)

entire world of the Camino Real.
Though the overall performance is
unable to convey the bitterness of the
strife of the Don Quixotes of the world,
individual performances do. Still, the
Studio’s production was a disappointing one

STAN GETZ, through Sunday.

Blues Alley:

sort of charm that makes it enjoyable.
~ Paul McCarren’s portrayal of Jacques
Casanova is another strength, in his
sensitivity to the inner feelings of a fad-

The part of Gutman, though small,
is crucial to the play, and Timothy
Rice also portrays well his cynicism
and insensitivity representative of the

Jazz group OREGON, Sunday.

Adam's 21:

a boy-next-door

ing dreamer, still clinging to his beliefs
and emotions all the same.

Expressionist Sculpture.

National Museum The Prints of Howard Norton Cook.
of American Art:

Baum, playing Kilroy, conveys the naive dreamer, sometimes to the point of

yet

German

Hirshhorn
Museum:

some of the excellent portrayals. Sam
goofiness,

ESVHTHY SHY

by Martha Kortiak
HOYA

On Stage:

dAllEY

‘A Royal Disappointment

ARTSBOX

wy

Camino Real atthe Studio

9:30 Club:

KURTIS

Psychedelly:

ROSSLYN MOUNTAIN BOYS with

BLOW,

Saturday.

(in 1Bethesda)

Rev. Billy Wirtz, Friday and Saturday.

The Kennedy
Center:
(254-3696)

Terms

(see review).

End of the World: With symposium to
follow.

(673-8013)

Nine.

The Source:

Long Day's Journey

into Night.

(re-

viewed 3/23);
An
Occasion
premiere).
The Studio
Theater:

of

Sin

(a

world

Tennesee William's Camino Real
(see review).

Wooly Mammoth: The Choir.

(393-3939)
On Campus:
Reiss 103:

Breaker Morant and Picnic at Hanging Rock, Saturday.

— Compiled by Martha Kortiak and Scott Peeples.

Racing With the Moon

Sean Penn Shines On In New Film
by Anthony
HOYA

Racing that the comparisons. critics
have made between him and James

Liguori

Staff Writer

Dean are not foolhardy. His characterization of Hopper is full of variety

Making his screen debut, Nicholas

The

Although much of the second half
that

money—from - pool

from

Caddie—the

film

does not rely on a plot for its effectiveness. Rather, screenwriter Steven
Kloves and director Richard Benjamin
best illustrate the characters’ personalities in their daily lives. The war
is a vague, frightening nonentity for
_ these characters, and they work from
day to day outwardly oblivious to it.
When a main plot finally arrives, we
already know and are fascinated by
these three people.

Sean

Penn

proves

once

again

in

only major flaw in Racing

is

Elizabeth McGovern’s ineffective performance. McGovern tends to play
roles somewhat vacuously (Ragtime,
Lovesick), which does not mix well
with Caddie’s naive but thoughtful
personality.
Racing is actor Richard Benjamin's
second work as a director. His first,

of Racing concerns the youths’ efforts
and

with

Cage fares equally well. As Nicky, he
is full of boisterous good will until the
main crisis arises, at which point he
becomes a panicky mess. Cage personifies all these shades of Nicky's
character impressively.
The complexity of these men is a
credit to Steven Kloves’ screenplay,
which is filled with warmth and humor.
Kloves handles his subject matter
marvelously; he only rarely lapses into
awkwardness and always portrays his
characters as believable, special human
beings.

fluence leads Nicky to call her “a
Gatsby girl.”
Nicky is much less contemplative
than the lovestruck Hopper; although
confused by the war, he proudly flaunts
the ideals of the military. When Nicky
unintentionally impregnates his girlfriend, he and Hopper set out to get
money to fund an abortion.

obtain

personality

veneer throughout.

beth McGovern), whose apparent af-

hustling

rowdy

Nicky, his shyness with Caddie, and
his subdued rebelliousness against his
parents while maintaining an innocent

Hopper spends half his time working

to

and detail; Penn superbly highlights
the contrasts between Hopper’s open,
occasionally

Racing With the Moon is a brilliant
film chronicling the last few weeks of
two friends in a California town before
they set out to fight for the marines in
* World War II. From its incisive screenplay to its taut, lyrical direction and its
near-perfect cast, Racing is a success.
The two friends are Hopper (Sean
Penn) and Nicky (Nicholas Cage).
and drinking with Nicky and half his
time anxiously pursuing Caddie (Eliza-

Sam Baum as Kilroy in Camino Real.

Quartermaine’s

(488-3300)

1982’s My Favorite Year, was another

Sean Penn gets ready for Elizabeth McGovern in Racing With the Moon.

affectionate look back to the past.
Benjamin imbues the simple daily life
of Hopper.and Nicky with-ineredible
significance. One almost hopes that
Benjamin will not rush to direct a film
with a contemporary setting; Hollywood needs a talent like his that can
be retrospective with both skill and

care.

Arena’s New Production

Simon Gray's T erms: - A Lesson In Tragic Comedy
Miss Melanie Garth has just described the death of her invalid
mother—the only person in her life.
Her teaching companions stand in awe
and make attempts to comfort her.
The audience, on the other hand, is in
hysterics. Perverse patterns like this

tie the play together, since the character of Quartermaine encapsulates the
major themes of the play. He reaches
out and there is no one, and nowhere
for him to find solid, enduring comfort.

Frederica Meister, Henry Strozier,
Charles Janasz, Stanley Anderson and
Lynn Milgrim put in strong performances as professors and people who
are quick to accept but slow to offer a
shoulder to cry on.
The clarity of the entire performance is augmented by the Arena Stage’s

James Cahill plays the aging but still

simple and effective setting. With just

one are frequent in the Arena Stage's

path from good weather to bad while

production of Simon Gray's tragicomedy Quartermaine’s Terms.
The play takes place over a period
of four years in a small British school
of English for foreigners. As they rush
between classes, their staff room becomes a forum for the details of seven
British teachers’ everyday lives.

maintaining

by Robert Sullivan
HOYA

“VILLANOVA
UNIVERSITY

GRADUATE and UNDERGRADUATE COURSES
‘BUSINESS
"ENGINEERING
MATHEMATICS
COMPUTER SCIENCE
NATURAL SCIENCE
EDUCATION LANGUAGES
HUMANITIES THE ARTS
COUNSELING
DAY and EVENING CLASSES
|
Wednesday, May 30 to Friday, June 29

CONTINUOUS
REGISTRATION
begins Monday, March 26
and continues up until
the day before each

SESSION

|

SESSION

II

Thursday, July 5 to Friday, August 3
EVENING SESSION

session begins.

Wednesday, May 30 to Thursday, August 2

APPLY NOW!

For Summer Bulletin, write: SUMMER
“An

Equal Opportunity

me

University"

rn me rt

SESSIONS

OFFICE

Or, if you prefer, call: (215) 645-4320
it
St
Sn i
so
se

VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY — Summer
Villanova, PA 19085

Sessions Office

Please send me current Summer Bulletin

Staff Writer

of Saint Johis Quartermaine. His pauses
and overall humble tone give the

character great depth and, in a sense,

vital

Eddie

Loomis
a

strong

and

travels

comic

the

sense.

a few props and an intelligent use of
space, the Arena’s theatre-in-the-round
helps generate an excitement, since

It quickly becomes clear that even
though they spend their days together,
there remains a huge distance between
each of these teachers’ lives. On the
surface they are friends, but when it
comes to dealing with each other's
problems, the limits of their friendships
are evident. They all take turns in the
roles of confessor and confidant, and
they all fail miserably in both. Gray
puts us in the middle of seven lives
all groping for a compassion that
never surfaces. The only person who
is genuinely compassionate
— Quartermaine —is either abused when times
are bad or ignored when they are
good.
The tradegy is brought to a great
piteh by the play's humor. The characters’ convincingly universal triumphs
and failures keep you laughing precisely because they could happen to
you. Once you realize that, the tragic
elements of the play become more
immediate.
Gray may have painted his picture a
bit too bleakly, but he still causes you
to consider what a friend really. is and,
more broadly, what caring about a
person really means. Gray implies that
asking, “How was your term?” (translated: how was your break?”) is not
enough, for he makes the people who

merely ask this question seem absurd
| City/State/Zip
GU-3/30
mat

mat

sca

stn
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Ama

Mad
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ot
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and hollow.
Overall, the acting merits great acclaim. Distinguished
veteran Jack
Aranson is magnificent in the title role

Lynn Milgrim, Charles Janasz, James
termaine’s Terms.

Cahill, and Jack Aranson

in Quar-

you

are brought

closer

to the actors

and the stage.
In short, Quartermaine’s Terms is a
deftly crafted modern tragicomedy that
delivers its themes powerfully and
humorously. The acting is consistently
admirable,

and

the

simple,

tasteful

setting combines with the Arena’s design to make a play well worth catching. And don’t worry about being depressed. The play’s tragic tone is light-

ened if you bring a friend.
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‘A Basketball Program In Need Of Some Change
: Grandmaster Flash and the Furious
Twelve, Thompson's plundering legions, and the Hammerin’ Hoyas are

others..

just a few of the nicknames that the
national press has bestowed on the

professor of English at Fresno State
University, feels characterize Division

Georgetown Basketball Team. Michael
Madden of The Boston Globe described the program as, “sick, paranoid
and petty, pompus and arrogant,”

I programs as a whole in his article
appearing in the March 12, 1984 edition
of The Sporting News. He makes the
obscene proposal to ..."abolish the
fiction of the ‘student-athlete’ and the

certainly

not very

pleasant

tions. Is the program

descrip-

all that bad? Is

Georgetown: the big, bad, bully on the
INCAA block?

The policies of the program run
contrary to what Kenneth Seib Ph.D.,

laughable cliche that college athletics
‘build character’ and teaches ‘Sportsmanship.’ ”

I feel that it is the university's
individual choice whether to lower

Commentary

‘their standards or not. Across the
board, Georgetown does not permit
I think not, but the impression is’ this. It cannot be denied that some
athletes involved in the School's aththere for all the world to see, as the
letic programs would not have been
Georgetown Basketball Program over
admitted had they not been able to
the last three weeks has become the
dunk, but once here, academics are a
most talked about sports program in
priority. Evidence of this comes from
the nation on any level. Obviously, this
Thompson's record of having 42 of 44
perception influences how others view
recruits present at Commencement.
. Georgetown concerning a team that is
as complex as the school which it
From this attitude, in steps Mary
‘represents.
AH
Fenlon, academic coordinator for the
team. Her position, pretty much equivWhat has drawn such great interest
to the program? The answer stems
alent to an assistant coach, is extremely
back futher than any shoving match
visible. Freshman players must check’
in with her on a daily basis and she
under the boards, the performances of
holds a seat on Georgetown’s highly
Sports Information Director for Basketball Zachary Smith, or the recruittouted bench. Many seem to get nerment of all-America Patrick Ewing
vous by such prominence, but to me it

It stems from

the school

’s attitude

concerning sports as interpreted by
‘Head Coach John Thompson.
:
He brought a dwindling program

into

the

National

limelight.

by

the

recruitment of local talent and overlooked players. Even this season, eight

of the team’s twelve players went to
high school less than sixty miles from
Healy Circle.
:
:
Many of Thompson's recruits over
"the years have come from economi-

cally difficult backgrounds and have
been given the opportunity to receive
‘a first class education which would
have been impossible had they not

been gifted athletes. Mind you, he has
not simply given his players a shot at
‘going to college, but has made sure
‘that they learn and grow as citizens,
emphasizing that his players are Student-Athletes.
.

Here,

“student”

is

placed

before

i‘athlete” for .a reason. The School
‘takes pride in the fact that it tries to

troversial. As far as relations with the
media go, Thompson has seemed to
drape a plastic bag over his players
and has often tied a suffocating string
around them.
:
This attitude has developed from
Thompson's honorable desire to be
surrogate father to his players. His
desire has been to prevent his “sons”
from being taken to the cleaners by
the big press in a big city. His concern

for his players’ overall development is
unquestioned. His methods for attaining this end function through a means
that is not only different from that
employed by other schools, but have

unfortunately

hindered

the develop-

ment of his players.
Often, Thompson has made it seem

easier to walk from East to West Berlin
than to get an interview with one of his
players, particularly Ewing. Although

honest rookie mistakes. As reported in
The Sporting News article by John
Feinstein of March 12, he has prevented a number of interviews which
would only give the team and George-

sits next to and not Thompson.
. However, these men seem determined to prohibit the media from any
access to the Team. Given a good set

of Ray-Bans, I'm sure that they would

town as a whole, a more positive image.

make great Secret Service agents. They
have broken up, along with Fenlon,

many

innocent

interviews, and

Mr. Smith must, in sports terminology,
not try to prevent losing, but try to
win.
If the team has locked the doors on

have

prevented others—once resulting in
an “assault,” as Big East Conference
Commissioner Dave Gavitt called it.

all but essential publicity, it has certainly opened the closet concerning
aggressiveness on the court. The Hoyas
playa tough pressing defense. All that
bumping and grinding, at such a high
level of competition, is bound to lead
to a push or two. Saying Ewing and

On the court, and in the locker
room, there is certainly a great deal of
emotion that must be contained. I can_
understand the tension that is present,
and the hesitency to open the doors to
_ the media. Much of the task of regulating the press has gone to Zachary
Smith, the Sports Information Director

Fred Brown look intimidating during

for Basketball.
This summer, Thompson

put out a
~

tential in the classroom, on the court,
and in their everyday interactions with

HOY A Assistant Sports Editor
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. help these individuals fulfill their po-

‘by Bryan Keegan

“ve

»

orts
-

row call for the starting
understatement but not
Gene Smith's intensity
Graham's ferociousness

line-ups is an
a detraction.
and Michael
are not nega-

tive. Good

If others

students are critical of

such

priviledges

tutorial

but

Attention is drawn to the team because it is run differently than others
on this level. Not that many programs
would send a talent such as Michael
,Graham home from a road trip, as
twice happened this year, for academic
reasons. Neither would they promote
a Patrick Ewing to take a course over
the summer, rather than attain international exposure for himself and the
University through participation in the
Pan American Games. With academic
the ideal of

the student-athlete has been preserved.
While one area of possible conflict
has been successfully resolved, other
policies have become extremely con:

unjustified. His acts of aggression, more
than any other factor, have cast a
shadow over Thompson's program. °
I think what Thompson, Zachary
Smith, and everyone else involved with
the program must realize and react to

is the influence and impact that the

basketball team has on the rest of the

country. Though you may argue about
priorities, it cannot be denied that
making it to the Final Four brings
more money, interest, influences, and
possibly attracts higher quality students

than being labeled “Most Competitive”
by Barron's Guide to Colleges.
’
A positive prcgram is present, but

for some

reason, it is not fevealed.

Frustrated writers take out their aggressions on Georgetown. This pro-

* vides a direct influence not on just the

basketball team

The

media

Akeem

but the University.

is promoted

to overlook

Olajuwon’s violent elbow to

the neck of Polynice of Virginia. They,

as

Father

Vecsey’s

Healy
article

stated
in

The

in

Bobby Knight but not a John Thompson.” Perhaps this is the reason why. It -

is high time that Thompson loosens
the strings, while keeping his high
ideals, and those of Georgetown University, in tact.
3

President
oe.

Southern Christian Leadership Conference

Ugly incidents, like last year’s St. John's fights, have cast a shadow over an
honorable program.
I feel that some, if not a great deal of
restraint, is necessary to maintain the
integrity of the student-athlete, building
a “wall” around his players, in the
terminology of many writers, is not the
way to do it.
i
Thompson's policies have been zealously carried out by his assistant
coaches. In his hatchet job in the
March 19th’ edition of Sports Illustrated, Curry Kirkpatrick called these
people “clipboard jockeys.” This, I
cannot agree with. These are knowledgeable men who actually do a significant amount of coaching for the:
team. It's Escherick or Riley that Ewing

will preach at an

great call for a personal information
director. Suggestions were made; interviews took place, and finally Mr. Smith

Livterfaith Service

at

Smith

St.

had

Anthony's High

no

experience

School,

at sports

publicity on a national level. In his
effort to fulfill Thompson's wishes, he
has certainly gone overboard. If the
Hoyas handled the opposing team’s
defensive press the same way that Mr.

Smith
the

has handled

team

probably

the media
would

Dahlgren Chapel

have

won enough games to make it to the
NCAA Tournament.
Hopefully, he has learned from

4:00 p.m.

music provided by G.U. Gospel Choir

press,

not

sponsored by Campus Ministry
in conjunction with Anti-Apartheid Weeks

his

LE

THE SHOOTOUT STARTED
WITH 53.
NOW IT’S ALL COME DOWN
TO YOU AND ANOTHER 3.

YOU'VE MADE THE FINAL 4
AND FOR THAT
EVERYBODY'S GLAD.
BECAUSE GEORGETOWN'S
GOT THE CHANCE TO BE
THE BADDEST OF THE BAD.

COORS TO YOU,
HOYAS!
LUNCH
Monday-Saturday 11:30-4:30

COCKTAILS
Every day and night till 2:00, weekends
til 3:00.

DINNER
Seven nites a week 5:00-12:00
featuring nightly dinner special

BRUNCH
Sundays 10:30-3:00

Congratulations and

JUG

© 1984 Adolph Coors Co., Golden, Colorado 80401. Brewer of fine quality beer since 1873.
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was chosen. An old player for Thompson

|

+

NCAA Tournament.

York

Times of March 26,". . . will tolerate a

/

good luck in this year's

George

New

BER

1
i

=

Dr. Joseph E. Lowery

when

without some help?

goals set and exemplified,

basketball like few

others. I am certain that Thompson
does not tell’ Graham to go in and
punch out anyone not wearing blue
and grey under the basket. Michael
Graham is an intense freshman, intent
on not making mistakes, and he is
simply a tough kid from a tough neighborhood. Some of his actions, still, are

game time rolls around we are their
cheering on “our” team. Realistically,
how many of us prime prepsters could

handle missing three weeks of classes

are

afraid of the team, too bad. The Hoyas

only reflects commitment by the Program. Certain

for them.

play fundamental

aS

A.
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Cocklail Hour with reduced prices 4-7
Monday-Friday at our second floor bar.

DANCING
Every Friday & Saturday night 9:00 "til
closing and Sundays 10:00 'til closing:

WISCONSIN AVENUE
GEORGETOWN
GOOD LUCK HOYAS!

GEORGETOWN
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UNIVERSITY,

WASHINGTON,
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[t's Georgetown Versus Kentucky
by Tom
HOYA

The

Final

Begley

Staff Writer

Four'is

here.

And

a potential for greatness,
tournament has it.

this year’s

By now everyone here at
should know enough about
So let's take a look at the
clubs in the Final Four and
matchups.

the Hilltop
the Hoyas.
other three
the ensuing

this

year’s NCAA Basketball Championship
could well be a classic. Three out of
the top four teams in the preseason
polls have endured the regular season
and regional tournaments to complete
the Road to Seattle.

solid

aka the Indiana Hoosiers. Led by
Othell Wilson (13.9 ppg) and a hot
Kenton Edelin at center, Virginia is on

Sampson, three-time NCAA

appearance.

is clearly

the Cavaliers.
Player of

the Year. Despite his presence, the
Cavaliers only made it to the Final
Four once (Sampson’s sophomore year,
losing to South Carolina in the games)
and the championship that seemed
destined to be theirs. Without him,

this

year’s

squad

was

banished

to

obscurity by the media. Finishing fifth
in the ACC and being eliminated
quickly in the conference playoffs, it
was doubtful to many that this team
would even be picked for the tournament. However, after a first-round
victory over Ilona, the Cavaliers have

in this year’s ‘Final Four, played by
Terry Holland's Virginia Cavalier’s.
This year’s championship series has it
all —top-ranked teams, great big men,
and a Cinderella club. If ever there was

of Kentucky.

Arkansas, Big East runner-up Syracuse,
and Bobby Knight's Carolina killers,

For the previous four seasons, Holland’s club was led by the great Ralph

tournament

There will also be a Cinderella story

will pit our Hoyas against the Wildcats

East Regional, defeating highly ranked

a roll.
Their opponent tomorrow will be
the Houston
Cougars.
Guided
by
Coach Guy Lewis, this team will be
making its third consecutive Final Four

The surprise team in this year’s NCAA

In addition to the presence of highcaliber finalists, this year’s tourney
also boasts four of the most reknowned
big men in college basketball —namely,
Sam Bowie and Mel Turpin of Kentucky, Akeem-Abdul 'Olajuwon
of
Houston, and Patrick Ewing of Georgetown. Centers always draw attention,
+ and the upcoming championship will
have more than its fair share of them.

pulled off three shocking upsets in the

Without

Joe B. Hall’s club is a

The

frontline

is tall

and

tough—made up of Mel Turpin (6'11,
15.5 ppg), Kenny Walker (12.7 ppg,
6'8") and Sam Bowie (7'1”, 10.2 ppg,
9.2 rpg). The backline is formidable
also—Dicky Beal has emerged as a
. premier guard in the playoffs and
Jimmy Master is competent, although
Streaky.
The problem for the Wildcats is that

Cyde

Turpin’s defense is lacking and Bowie's

Drexler and Larry Micheaux, who now
reside in the NBA, the Cougars were
supposed to be significantly weakened

aggressiveness is questionable. This is
evident by the fact that they barely
escaped from Louisville and Illinois in
the regionals, the latter contest resulting in victory only by a multitude
of blown opportunities by the Fighting

this season.

forwards

one.

However,

has improved

even

“the

more,

Dream”

leading his

team to a 31-4 record. In the last two
games against Memphis State and
Wake Forest, he has scored 25 and 29

Illini, who were given every chance to
win

the

game

by

Kentucky's

shaky

likely, this

play. This weekend, they're up against

ballclub will end Virginia's

a real center in first team all-America

Cinderella dream and set the stage for
a battle of the big men in this year’s
Championship Final.
The other matchup in the semifinals

Patrick Ewing and a first-rate club in
the Hoyas of Georgetown. There will

points, respectively.

Houston

Most

be no one room for mistakes for the
Wildcats this weekend.

/

Girard, McNeils And Humphrey Are Named

All-America At NCAA Championships
by Joe DilLeo.
.

Photo

by

Ken

Tower

For Gaorgeionn to win, Patrick Ewing must score as well as he did in the

Big East finals versus Syracuse.

~ while

contributing

over

10 points-

per-game. But Beal will have a tough
time playing the 35 minutes he has
been averaging against the relentless
- defense of Georgetown.
Michael Jackson and Gene Smith
will be assigned to Beal, and this will
probably be the matchup that decides
the outcome. Both Jackson and Smith
possess the quickness to stay with Beal,
and Jackson should be able to take
advantage of Beal on the other end of

the court.
If Beal and Kentucky have shown
one weakness thus far, it is their
inability to consistently handle an
aggressive, trapping defense. Illinois
may be a fine defensive team, but their
press is certainly not as effective as the
Hoyas’, and they were able to force
Beal into five turnovers. A sixth turn-

Assistant

Sports

Editor

At the NCAA Championships on
March 10th in the Carrier Dome of
Syracuse University, three Georgetown
track and field athletes culminated
their 1983-1984 indoor season with

All-America honors.

Little Men Are the Key
continued from page |
The key for the Hoyas will be stopping Dickie
Beal, Kentucky's rejuvenated senior point guard. While
Kentucky's frontline may get most of
the press, it is Beal who makes the
Wildcats go. He's their floor leader.
the man who breaks the press and gets
the big men the ball when and where
they want it.
Kentucky has lost only once (12-1)
since Beal replaced Roger Hardin in
the starting lineup. Since then, Beal
has led the Wildcats in minutes played,
shooting percentage, assists and steals

HOYA

Runners Suzanne

and Brian

over, a travel that was not called, was
perhaps the key play in the Wildcats’
56-54 victory.
Georgetown must also hope that
Jim Master, Kentucky's lone outside

threat, is also playing below

par.

Girard (CAS

McNelis

(CAS

'84)

’85)

and

jumper Ray Humphrey (CAS 87) achieved national recognition by finishing
among the top six competitors in their

of three-time All America Kevin King
* to the flu, the GU men’s team earned
29th place against staunch competition from the best collegiate track and
field athletes in the country.
“We were very happy just to. be

there,”

Junior

Suzanne

Girard

re-

marked. “At the NCAA's you're able
to meet many runners from other

schools, and to look around the surroundings of wherever the championships

are

held,

although

there

isn’t

much to see in the middle of Syracuse,
New York.” Girard, who has qualified

for the

Olympic

Trials,

finished

in

the help

now

more

HOY A

Staff Writer

When the Hoya baseball team strolled on to the Georgetown field last
weekend, perhaps they were confident
of winning the games that were sched-

uled, but it might be stretching it a bit
to insist that the diamondeers had
decided beforehand to thrash Tufts
15-2 on Friday. and then turn around

week while training for these meets,
took third place in the 800m while
breaking the school record for this
event. “Coach Gagliano really motiv-

took

Georgetown,

sending

a number

of

cess. The incident that drew the most
attention—and several televised replays—involved Graham wheeling
after a slam dunk and bowling over
Dayton’s Cedric Toney. Graham continued down the court, and was

whistled for a foul. After the game,
apologized

to

Toney,

ac-

cording to the Washington Post. At
the time, however, he made no effort to help Toney up from the floor.
Photo by Cristina Del Sesto

Bill-Martin’s

high

flying

game

will be

needed

this weekend,

as it was

against BYU.

Against Tufts, Hoya starting pitcher
Mickey McCulley threw a fine game,
toiling for eight innings while giving
up only five hits and one run. McCulley
also managed to deliver only three
walks and he whiffed seven batters
before Dave Costenbader relieved: in

the final inning.
“We

got

a real good

play well. There's no superstar on the

McCulley,” commented

team to save us if we get into trouble.”

extremely

pleased

with

game

out

of

Kelly. “I was
his

perfor-

As shown by the Hoyas’ record 32

baseman Mark Lepnew blasted three
for

the

Hoyas,

while

teammates

Steve lannini, Glen Bruckner, Bill
O'Malley, and Bill Pendley tallied two
hits apiece.
The next afternoon G.U. battled St.
John’s, a squad Kelly considered to be
no pushover. But the Georgetown
diamondmen rose to the occasion and
smothered the Redmen 8-3.
In actuality, SJU never had a chance
as Georgetown charged at them in the
first inning, holding them scoreless as
the Hoyas snagged a three run lead.
After clawing out a run in the next

inning, the Hoyas saw the Redmen
coming after them as St. John’s tightened

Such a gesture would have shown

a sense of sportsmanship on Graham’s part. Such gestures are rare
for the Hoyas, however, because they
rely on intimidation to win. Sportsmanship is not in the game plan.

mance— he pitched consistently, didn’t
give up many walks, and basically! held
Tufts down.
“We hit the ball real well t00, and
got the hits when we needed them.”
Aside from totaling 13 hits and as
many RBI's, the Hoyas were tossed a
whopping 12 bases on balls, enabling
them to leave 12 men on base and still
win by an impressive margin. Third
hits

the margin

to two

runs

by

the

fourth. Then, GU shut their pursuers
down for good, cranking out four runs
in the fifth inning behind the bats of

Joe Gervais, Steve lannini, and Mark

Blasting a shot to right, Hoya player Mark Lepnew collects a base hit.

so that he will

Dayton players sprawling in the pro-

to a battle

SL

Michael

second half to clinch the victory for

Graham

‘and demolish St. John’s on Saturday
by a score of 8-3.
“I didn't feel any trepidation going
into the game basically because I don’t
feel we have to be afraid of anybody
noted G.U. coach Ken Kelly. “We're 4
very young team, so I'm concerned
about the day to day performance of
the guys. We must ‘be consistent to

at

“settle down.”
In the game, Graham scored four
powerful baskets in a row late in the

than

Wildcats down, and the Hoyas to win
by six.

offense

ejected from a game

to

of the little men tomorrow afternoon
in Seattle. Look for Georgetown’s
record-setting defense to wear the

such

Graham’s bullish play in Georgetown’s victory over Dayton last Sunday that he called for Graham to be

Hoya Nine Rolls Over Tu ts And St. John
by John Graf

Walter Krolman relied upon
Brian McNelis. McNelis, who

runs approximately 55 to 60 miles per

ger

ever before.
It’s going to come down

sure on me to work harder and jump
farther.
“When you are All-American,” added Girard, “people in track and field

Coach
Senior

Ray Humphrey, captured the sixth position in the Long Jump. Humphrey
feels that now that he has reached

All-America, “there will be more pres-

‘really

know.

‘what

that

these three athletes,
more than baseball,
apple pie.

means.”

To

it means much
hot dogs, and

i

beat the Wildcats. Jackson must shoot
better than the 3-9, 2-8, and 6-17 he
has shot in three tournament games.
Another player, either David Wingate,
Reggie Williams, or Horace Broadnax
must also be hot to prevent Kentucky
from clogging the middle.
Additionally, Martin and Graham
must come up with big games on the
boards. Ewing can’t do it alone, and

he'll need

Coach Frank Gagliano and Assistant

CBS commentator Brent Musber-

floor to release his jumper. Chris
Mullin he’s not.
Georgetown must be able to hit the

shots if it hopes

Nelis noted.
Another motivated Hoya, Freshman

Furor Not Justified

problems finding an open spot onthe

perimeter

ates us for these competitions,” Mc-

“We weren’t worried about team results, because we really weren't there
as a team,” she explained. “There were
only three of us, and Kevin King was
sick. That was a big loss.”
Without King, men’s team Head

Bill Latham

If

Master is hot he will stretch the Hoyas’
zone, thereby giving Turpin, Walker,
and Bowie room to operate in the
paint. However, the Wildcats have not
faced a team with as much quickness
as Georgetown, and Master will have

open

fourth place in the 3000 meter race.

Lepnew.
“We didn’t play above our heads,
but we played certainly well enough to
win. It was a game very consistent
with our abilities. If we play like that
often, we'll win a lot of games—St.
John’s is not a bad team,” remarked
the coach.

wins this season, the intimidation strat-

egy has worked well. But Georgetown
has paid a heavy price. Ugly shoving
and pushing incidents have marred

the Hoyas’

last four games,

giving

Georgetown
team
the reputation
among casual fans as a dirty team.
Such a reputation is undeserved.
Georgetown is not a dirty team.
There is a big difference between
aggressive play and dirty play. Aggressive play stays within the rules of
the game, dirty play breaks those
rules deliberately. The Hoyas do not

walk onto the court planning to violate the rules of the game.
While Michael Graham's outbursts
of temper in recent games might be
construed as dirty plays, they result

more from
frustration

the talented freshman’s
than from

his malice

to-

wards opponents. And Michael Graham is not the first college player to
lose his temper on the court this year.

Houston's Akeem Olajuwon deliber-

goal is to win the NCAA Championship, and he is on the verge of that
goal. He seems unconcerned with
image, as long as the team wins. |

If and when the Hoyas do win that
championship, it may prove to be the
greatest moment in many Georgetown students’ college careers. Such
a victory would remain as a delicious
memory to savor for the rest of every

Hoya fan's life, the memory of the
year Georgetown won it all.
For those fans, the present wave of
criticism will not sour the taste of
that victory. For the rest of the
basketball-watching public, however,
"Georgetown has become the Los Angeles Raiders of the NCAA. Georgetown has become the target for renewed attacks by the national press,
the most notable being Curry Kirkpat-

rick’s cover story in the March 19
issue of Sports Illustrated analyzing
the team and its “foxhole mentality.”
Many of Kirkpatrick’s observations

were right on target, including his
description of Hoya paranoia around

the press and Thompson's bullying,
swaggering mannerisms during postgame press conferences. His labelling

of Graham as a “hatchet man” and
his numerous flippant, throw-away
lines about the players were uncalled
for and tainted his analysis.
The Hoyas give no sympathy, get
no sympathy. Too bad, because it

leads to Hoya fans having to defend
the team’s actions to neutral fans. It
taints Georgetown's achievements om

the basketball court. It alienates the
press and offends the public's sense
of decorum.
If and

when

the

Hoyas

win

the

national championship, however, the
ugly incidents will be forgotten.
Everybody loves a winner, and to
hell with sportsmanship. That's icing

on the cake. The half-million dollars
in television money will be paid at
the end of the-tournament to the
winning school, not the most gracious

school.
What price Victory? For Georgetown, the price paid is the sacrifice
of those externals which make basketball a game, such as the cameraderie

ately elbowed Virginia's Olden Poly-

between competing athletes and the

nice earlier this year, and Boston College guard Michael Adams slapped
Patrick Ewing in the face. And
against
UNLV
last week,
Hoya

joy

Michael Jackson was shoved at midcourt by an opposing player. But
Georgetown refuses to fit the mold
of a sportsman like team of gracious

athletes and therefore draws attention
to itself as a dirty team.

At the heart of this problem stands
Coach John Thompson, unyielding,
unforgiving, undeterred. Thompson's

of displaying

physical

prowess.

The only fun in Georgetown basket- |
ball comes from winning.
But the Hoyas. are favored to win |
this weekend. And that victory, combined with the satisfaction of being
among the best college basketball |

teams of 1984, is a source of pride for |
the Georgetown community.
That John Thompson

has chosen

to reach that plateau of excellence
the hard way and perhaps the wrong
way, does not diminish our pride.

4
1

Le.

|

